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TNTRODUC'IION

In Bummr 1975, heavy rains in the southern part of the Red River basin
prompted soma Minnesota farmers north of Grand Forks, North Dakota, to con-

struct their own levees. These levees prevented flooding of thousands of

acres of cropland. This success led to extensive agricultural levee con-

struction by farmers on both sides of the river. As of the latest surveys,

approximately 36 miles of agricultural levees are on the Minnesota side and 19
miles of levees are on the North Dakota side.

Various Federal and State agencies expressed concern over the potential

adverse impacts of uncontrolled levee construction. In 1977, at the request

of the States of Minnesota and North Dakota, the St. 1'nul District extimined

these agricultural levees. Our analysis showed that continued ltvee con-

struction would significantly increase flood stages and velocities, with

adverse impacts possibly extending as far downstream as Canada. On the

basLs of this analysis, the two States declared a moratorium on ndditional.

levee construction and began developing joint criteria to regulate agri-

culturaL levee construction.

The agricultural levees have been in place during three major floods -

in 1975, L978, and 1979. The buhavior of the levees during these floods

substantiated the conclusions of the District's hydraulic analysis. The

stages for the 1978 and 1979 floods were nearly 1 foot higher than they

would have been without the levees, In addition, the levees were overtopped

or failed in numerous places in 1978 and 1979.

In early 1980, the Governors of Minnesota and North Dakota, with

limited involvement by the Manitoba Government, agreed on levee criteria.

The primary requirement is that the levees may not increase the stage of

the 100-year flood on the Red River by more than one-half foot. The

criteria also specify other standards for construction and interior drain-

age, Section J of the agreement allows for exceptions to the one-half

foot criteria. Under the authority of this section, the Governors directed

the local water management organizations to develop a compromise plan

for the existing agricultural levees.
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The Corps has functioned as a technical consultant to the States

and local agencies, providing engineering information on the main stem

and the agricultural levees. Much of the information contained in this

I report has already-been presenred to and coordinated with the State and

I local agencies over the past several years. This report consolidates the

results of the Corps' analysis of the Red River main stem from Grand Forks

to the international border. The overall report consists of three major

sections:

I. Analysis of Existing Agricultural Levees and Proposed Modifications

II. Feqsibility Analysis of Main Stem Alternatives

III. Guidelines for Agricultural Levee Construction

2
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TECHNICAL NOTES

k FLOOD FREQUENCIES

=I

In 1971, the U.S. Geological Survey completed a report defining the

regional flood for the Red River. This report was prepared in cooperation

with the States of Minnesota and North Dakota, Corps of Engineers, and Soil

Conservation Service. In 1972, the regional flood profile and discharges

were adopred for use by -he various State and Federal agencies. The regional =

flood is that flood which has a 1-percent chance of being equaled or ex-

ceeded in any given year; over a long period of time, it will have an average

recurrence interval of 100 years. This flood, comonly referred to as the

1-percent chance or 100-year flood, is used by both States for floodplain manage-
.ment on the main stem. The States' criteria on agricultural levees also re-

late maximum allowable stage increases to this particular flood profile.

Corps of Lncineers regulations specify that the most up-to-date

frequency curves must be used for the planning and design of Corps projects.
Several major floods have occurred since 1972. Discharge data for these

foods and for three floods in the last half of the 19th century have led

-o revisions in the Corps' frequency curves. The changes are not considered
significant enough to warrant revising the 1972 interagency flood frequency

data, but may cause some confusion because two sets of frequency curves are

being used for the Red River. For instance, the 1972 interagency discharge of

.he 1-percent chance (100-year) flood at Grand Forks is-89,000 cfs (cubic

feet per second), but the Corps uses a 1-percent chance discharge of 106,000

cfs for its planning and design work. In keeping with the purpose of this
report and at the request of the States, only the 1972 interagency flood

frequencies are used for this analysis. A table of flood flows and frequency

curves are included in Appendix B.

COMPUTER MODELS

The principal model used in our analysis of the agricultural levees is

the HEC-2 water surface profile model. This model determines the changes in

- ------



water surface elevations resulting from encroachments- n the floodplai such

f as levees, bridges, etc. Additional models include the HEC-5 basin high-flow

model and the EAD (Expected Annual Flood Damage) economic model, both developetRL

by the Hydrologic Engineering Center, and the Vicksburg Crop Damage Program

developed by the Waterways Experiment Station.

DATA BASE

Accurate information on the main stem is essential for accurate co1puter

modeling. The Corps' agricultural levee analysis is based on the following

data:

- 78 valley sections along the main stem from Grand Forks to the Canadian

border at intervals of approximately 1 mile (surveyed 1978).

- Profiles of existing agricultural levees (surveyed 1978, resurveyed

1979).

- U.S. Geological Survey gaging records on stages and discharges of

recent floods on the Red River.

High-water marks along the Red River and tributaries for recent floods.

All were set and surveyed by the Corps except for the high-water marks for

the 1975 simer flood. These were obtained by the Middle Rivei-Snake

River Watershed District.

- Sketches of bridges and bridge approaches furnished by State trans-

portation departments (the following bridges and approaches were re-

surveyed in 1978 and 1979: Highway 1/54, Oslo railroad, Highway 317/17,

Highway 11/66, Highway 175/5, Highway 171).

- U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps and aerial photos used to

supplement floodplain data.

-1972 interagency discharges for the I-percent chance flood on the Red

River (91,000 cfs at Oslo and including river nilages of identi-

f iable landmarks)

-Economi uvy of urban and rural -damages (completed- June- 1981)Y.

4
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REACHES

For this analysis, the study area was broken down into six reaches along

the Red River main stem, as shown in the following table. These reaches as well

as the bordering townships are illustrated on figures la, lb, and 1c.

Table 1 - Identification of study reaches
Reach River miles Extension

295.7 - 287.0 Grand Forks to upstream end of the existing agri-

cultural levee system.

2 287.0 - 271.2 Upstream end of the existing agricultural levee
system to Oslo, Minnesota.

3 271.2 - 255.0 Oslo to downstream end of North 'akota levees.

4 255.0 - 236.0 Downstream end of North Dnk . .ees to down-

stream end of Minnesota levees.

5 236.0 - 206.7 Downstream end of Minnesota levee system to

Drayton, North Dakota.

6 206.7 - 155.0 Drayton to the international border.

OTHER AGRICULTURAL LEVEES

In this report, only the levees between river miles 287.4 and 236.0 were

analyzed. Another levee section approximately 3.5 miles in length extends

from river miles 188 to 184.5. This section is relatively small and does not

significantly affect stage, flow, or velocity. ThereforL, it has not been

analyzed.

5I I
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I. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING AGRICULTURAL LEVEES AND PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS

I

A. BACKGROUND

I

Since its initial construction in summer 1975, the agricultural levee

system has been continually modified and expanded. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show 3!

the alignments of the agricultural levees during the summer 1975, spring 1978,

and spring 1979 floods, respectively. Table 2 summarizes the lengths of

agricultural levees in place for each flood and each State.

Table 2 - Agricultural levees in place for the 1975, 1978, and 1979 floods
Length of levee (miles)

State 1975 flood 1978 flood 1979 flood

Minnesota 16 36 36

North Dakota 0 19 19

As the maps show, the levee system is not continuous and, in places, the

=levees tie into high ground or existing township roads. The data on levee

lengths do not include those sections of township road that connect with

the levees and function as part of the levee system. For the 1979 flood,

approximately 3 miles of such roads were on the Minnesota side and 10 miles

were on the North Dakota side.

As the levees were lengthened, their heights were being increased in

numerous locations. Accurate data on levee elevatiors in 1975 and 1978 are

lacking. Figure 5 represents the top elevations of Minnesota and North Dakota

agricultural levees in summer 1979. This profile, as well as the alignment

shown in figure 4, should be a reasonably accurate depiction of current condi-

tions. Some levee raises have been verbally reported on the Minnesota side,

as well as some levee lowering and removal on the North Dakota side. However,

these changes have not been surveyed, and location and amount of modifications

since 1979 remain unspecified.

9
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B. HYDRAULIC EFFECTS OF EXISTING LEVEES

The observed high-water profiles for the 1975, 1978, and 1979 floods

as well as the profile for the 1-percent chance flood ("without levee"

condition) are shown in figure 6. Using the HEC-2 model, we have also

generated profiles representing the "without levee" condition for the 1975,

1978, and 1979 floods. These profiles are plotted in figures 7 (1975 flood),

8 (1978 flood), and 9 (1979 flood).

The profiles for the 1979 flood are of particular importance because the

measured peak flow at Oslo, Minnesota, coincides with the discharge of the

1-percent chance flood (91,000 cfs). The observed stage at Oslo was 0.6 foot

higher than it would have been for the same flow without agricultural levees.

At locations downstream of Oslo, the stage increase is nearly 2 feet. In

other words, for a flood equal to the 1-percent chance flood, the agricul-

tural levees increased stages significantly over the one-half-foot increase

allowed by the States' criteria. Therefore, the levee system as a whole does

not meet the States' criteria. Figure 10 shows the rating curve at Oslo

for "with levee" and "without levee" conditions.

The HEC-2 model indicates that the agricultural levees increase flow

velocities. For the 1-percent chance flood, flow velocities in the overbank

areas for both conditions (with and without levees) were computed to average

approximately one-half fps (foot per second). In the main channel, flow

velocities would increase significantly in areas where the levees constrict

flow near the channel. This condition exists at the Minnesota Highway 317

bridge and at Oslo. Channel velocities at these locations change from l to

5 fps without levees to 5 to 8 fps with levees. Erosion potential increases

in these areas and the structural integrity of the bridges and levees may

be degraded. The North Dakota State Water Commission has reported increased

erosion of the North Dakota floodplain downstream of Oslo. Sediment trans-

port rate may also increase for the "with levee" condition.

II
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C. EO)NOMIC EVALUATION OF FLOOD DAMAGES [
1. Determination of Damages

In June 1981, a massive data collection effort was instituted by

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to inventory every unit (i.e., structure) f
in the 100-year floodplain downstream of Grand Forks. Much of this area

had been inventoried under subbasin studies but at different times, repre-
senting different development conditions. A more uniform base was needed

to provide the best possible analysis and assess the impacts of various

proposed actions.

a. Residential Damages: Urban - A brief evaluation was con-
ducted for urban areas along the main stem. The average annual existing

condition damages are shown below. A detailed hydraulic-economic analysis

was not done for these urban areas.

Table 3 - Average annual urban flood damages - existing conditions
Location Amount

Minnesota

Noyes $10,000
Robbin 5,250
St. Vincent 17,500
Oslo 57,260

Total 90,010

North Dakota

Joliette 60
Bowesmont 3,920
Drayton 8,130
Pembina and South Pembina 173,000

Total 185,110
Total Minnesota and North Dakota 275,120

b. Residential Damages: Nonurban - The areas outside the major i
cities were divided into six reaches as described in the Technical Notes at
the beginning of the report. Each reach was further divided by State.

20
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I

All residential units were inventoried for these reaches. The inventory

includes each structure's market value, ground elevation, first-floor
elevation, height of ring levee if present, and river mile reference. A

table summarizing some of this information follows.

Table 4 - Summary of inventory data
Number Average Number of Percent of
of market units with units with

Reach residences value ring levees ring levees

Minnesota

1 114 $54,400 0 02 161 35,700 24 14.9
3 87 42,100 7 8.04 88 37,400 15 17.0
5 65 34,700 11 16.9
6 150 33,100 13 8.7

Subtotal 665 39,300 70 10.5

North Dakota

1 93 36,600 0 0
2 112 36,100 12 10.7
3 45 36,600 21 46.7
4 53 32,700 17 32.1
5 29 33,100 8 27.6
6 101 37,500 12 11.9 =

Subtotal 433 36,000 70 16.1

Total 1,098 38,000 140 12.8

A total of 1,098 residential nonurban units are in the study area. Ap-
proximately 60 percent are on the Minnesota side of the river; 44 percent
are in the two reaches immediately downstrean of Grand Forks and East Grand

Forks. Approximately 13 percent are protectod by individual farm levees.

These levees range in height from 0.5 to 8 feet; the majority are approxi-

mately 3 feet high.

21



c. Agricultural Damages - Additional information was collected
for each farmstead or grain storage unit. This information includes size J1'
of farmstead, type and number of grain storage bins, presence or absence F
of machinery sheds and the approximate elevation of significant structures.
Detailed interviews were conducted with 145 farmers to determine what [
modifications they made in their operations because of flooding. Their

information was combined with information provided by local representatives

of the U.S. Department of Agriculture to give crop patterns, yields, and
substitute cropping for each reach. Table 5 shows the land use by crop and

crop yields for each reach.
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Farmland damage from floods is of two types: (1) crop damage or delay

in planting and (2) other agricultural damages.

(1) Crop Damage - A flood will not cause most farmers to change

their initial cropping plans until 24 May. Crops planted from mid- to late May

will have reduced yields. In some years, cropping has been delayed until

June. Substitute crops planted in June are wheat, buckwheat, and flax. Rape-

seed is used occasionally. The yields from these crops will also be reduced

but will be greater than yields from most other crops in a short growing

season.

Because of different cropping patterns and productivity, each reach will

have different crop damages. To compare reaches, a "typical" dollar damage

figure was derived for each reach. This typical figure takes into account

cropping patterns, productivity, long-term price trends (using current nor-

malized prices), and a limited pattern of historic events. These values

should not be used to represent any particular event. They illustrate what

the average damage per acre would be expressed in constant dollars for a

long record of events. Table 6 shows these values.

Table 6 - Average weighted damage per acre (based on limited flood history),

Reach Damage- (dollars per acre)

Minnesota

1 $5 8.45
2 105.35
3 72.27
4 65.12
5 64.17
6 51.31

North Dakota

1 56.90
2 91.73
3 80.61
4 71.48
5 65.93
6 66.26
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(2) Other Agricultural Damages - Damages to the noncrop and

nonrc-idential portion of the agricultural sector were determined from in-

formation obtained from detailed interviews with farmers. Total damages to

other agricultural operations for farms without ring levees were $43.77

per flooded acre. Approximately 70 percent of these damages occurs on

farmsteads. The breakdown of damages by category is shown in table 7.

Table 7 - Other agricultural damage categories
Category Percent

Loss of stored grain and hay 34

Building damage excluding residence 23

Leaching of fertilizer 12

Debris cleanup 7

Soil erosion 7

Weed infestation 6

Evacuation 5

Machinery damage 5

Livestock loss 1

100

In each reach, some farmsteads are protected by ring levees to various

levels of protection. The exact amount of reduction in damages is difficult

to determine without a detailed analysis of each unit. Although it would

be possible to conduct such an analysis with available information, time

constrairts are prohibitive. For ease of calculation and analysis, most

ring levees are assumed to protest to the level of the 1978 flood. Under

this assumption, farmstead damages are estimated to be reduced 80 percent

(residual damages would be 20 percent). Therefore, damages for acres

which do not incur farmstead damages are $19.26 per acre (($43.77 x 0.30)

+ ($43.77 x (0.70 x 0.20))). Other agricultural damages for each reach

are shown in the following table.
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2. Comparison of "Without Levee" Condition with Existing Condition
I

The following assumptions were made in evaluating damages:

a. All existing ring levees are assumed to be in place and 100 per-

cent effective to top of levee and 100 percent ineffective after they are

overtopped.

b. Roads and bridges are assumed to have impacts consistent with

their historic impacts.

c. The "without levee" condition assumes that no main stem agri-

cultural levees are in place, and is compared to the computed "with levee" profile.

d. The existing condition assumes main stem levees are as observed

in June 1981.

Specific assumptions for each reach are shv'-n l elow.

a. Agricultural areas

(1) Reach 2, North Dakota - Lowest levee height is ',06.1.

Levees would be ineffective for the 1975 flood.

(2) Reach 3, North Dakota - Lowest levee height is 807.3.

Levee would be ineffective for the 1975 flood.

(3) Reach 2, Minnesota - Levee would be almost 100-percent

effective up to the 1978 flood elevation. Overtopping for floods higher than

this would be similar to observed relationships.

(4) Reach 3, M£innesota- Lowest levee height is 810.4. Levees

would be effective to only slightly greater than the 1978 flood level.

(5) Reach 4, Minnesota Lowest levee height is 800.5. Rejoins

observed curve at that elevation.
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b. Residential areas

(1) Reach 2, North Dakota - Levee low spot is at 806.1; until

then it is 100-percent effective. Effectiveness gradually decreases; by the

1975 flood level, the levee has no effect.

(2) Reach 3, North Dakota - Levee is effective at elevation

807.3. This elevation is below the zero point of damage. For residential

areas, these levees are not effective.

(3) Reach 2, 'Minnesota - levees are assumed 100-perceat

effective for a recurrence of the 1978 flood. Flood damages from a 1979

level are expected to duplicate damages from the 1979 flood (flooded units

taken from aerial photos). Levees are assumed ineffective for the 1979

level plus 0.25 foot.

(4) Reach 3, Minnescta - Same assumptions as Reach 2.

(5) Reach 4, Minnesota - Same assumptions as Reach 2.

Figures lla and llb show the maximum area flooded in Reaches 1 through

4for the 1975 summer flood. High-water data were not available for the area

downstream of the Highway 317/17 bridge (Reaches 5 and 6). Figures 12a

through 12c and 13a through 13c show the max-imum flooded atea for the 1978

and 1979 spring floods, respectively. The flooded area outlines for these

floods are based on aerial photos and interviews with local residents con-

ducted in summer 1981. These figures are generalized flooded area outlines -

for specific sites, exceptions to the flooded area shown could occur, and

ground elevation at the site would have to be compared to the observed or

computed water surface elevation. The "without levee" profiles have also

been used to generate estimated outlines of flooded areas for the "with-

out levee" conditions. By comparing the two sets of flooded areas, we

can determine the effects of the agricultural levees on flooded area for |
the 1975, 1978, and 1979 floods. Such a comparison is shown in table 9.
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Table 9 - Comparison of flooded areas with and without agricultural levees
Flooded area (acres) Net benefit

Year State Without levees With levees area (acres)

1975 Minnesota 44,010 32,910 11,100
North Dakota 34,130 38,420 -4,290

1978 Minnesota 55,960 30,740 25,220
North Dakota 41,210 47,360 -6,150

1979 Minnesota 76,050 73,360 2,690
North Dakota 59,370 65,160 -5,790

(1) For reaches 2 through 4 only.

Table 10 summarizes the estimated damages for a recurrence of historic

floods. All damages are translated to October 1981 price levels. This

table can be used to compare damages for specific events; for example, a

recurrence of the 1978 flood in Reach 2. In Reach 2, comparative damages can

be found by referring to the damages for the specific categories in columns

5 and 8:

Category Column 5 Column 8 Change

Agricultural
Minnesota - Reach 2 0 (acres) (3 ) 17,080 (acres) 17,080 acres benefitedI

North Dakota -

Reach 2 16,200 (acres) 16,130 (acres) 70 acres induced
damages

Total 17,010 benefited

Nonurban residential

Minnesota - Reach 2 0 ( 5 )  $191,000 $191,000 benefits
North Dakota -

Reach 2 $403,000 248,000 155,000 induced damages

Total 36,000 benefits

The Minnesota damages in column 5 are footnoted. An estimate of damage for

failure of these levees is shown in the footnotes to table 10.

Similar comparisons for all reaches can be made using columns 5 and 8

for the 1978 flood and columns 6 and 9 for the 1979 flood.

Dollar damages are not provided for agricultural lands for specific events.

A more detailed analysis of 1979 and 1980 actual crop expenditures and prices

would be needed.
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Table 10 - Estimated damages for recurrences of historic floods

No levee, Esncou4tion (with levees)
zero dam No levee, 1975 (summer) - 'Without levees" condition

Reach elevation 1950 flood Observed Existing 1978 1979 1975 1978 1979

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
AGRICULTURAL --- 2cres) - ..

Minnesota

1 808.8 N/A 570 570 2,370(3) 5,010 570 2,370 4,450
2 797.2 N/A 5,400 0 0(3) 28,430 12,030 17,080 33,660
3 797.2 N/A 5,060 0 0(3) 15,220 9,090 12,830 13,970

4 786.0 N/A 22,450 0 0 29,710 22,890 26,050 28,420

5 785.5 N/A 0 0 19,790 33,000 0 19,790 33,040
6 785.5 N/A 0 0 33,600 59,960 0 33,600 59,960

Subtotal 33,480 55,760 171,330 44,580 111,720 173,500

North Dakota

1 808.8 N/A 930 930 1,890 3,780 930 1,890 3,780
2 797.2 N/A 13,470 16,200 23,700 13,220 16,130 23,260

3 797.2 N/A 13,140 14,000 18,070 10,380 11,350 15,960
4 786.0 N/A 11,810 17,160 23,390 10,530 13,730 20,150

5 785.5 N/A 0 0 9,010 15,250 0 9,000 15,250

6 785.5 N/A 0 0 23,410 66,210 0 23,410 66,210

Subtotal 39,350 81,670 150,400 35,060 75,510 144,610

Total 72,830 137,430 321,730 79,640 187,230 318,110

Damapes

NONURBN RESIDENTIAL
(4)

Minnesota

I 800.1 $135,000 $52,000 $54,0W) $227.07g) $465,000( ) $54,000 $132,000 $388,000
2 806.8 284,000 129,000 0191,00 457,000

3 804.0 872,000 509,000 ( 0(5) 315,000(6) 443,000 591,000 924,000

4 793.6 1,309,000 500,600 0 0 753,00 257,000 401,000 742,000
790.7 563,000 79,000 79,000 1_56,000 397,000 79,000 156,000 397,000

6 788.5 &01,000 118,03 118.COO(-- LS6j,0040 78usOuO 118,000 -256,030 786,030

qubtotal 3,964,000 1,387,600 251,000 641,000 3,007,000 1,044,000 1,729,000 3,694,000

North Dakota

1 $19.7 68,000 3,000 3,000 7e',000 323,000 3,000 73,000 Z8,000
2 804.0 352,000 219,000 171,000 403,000 758,000 114,000 248,000 503,006
3 807.8 207,000 135,000 147,000 222,000 348,000 113,000 167,000 273,000
4 795.0 420,000 116,000 122,000 181,000 326,000 43,000 92,000 190,000
5 794.5 98,000 3 0 14,000 70,000 0 14,000 70,000
6 791.8 335,00_ ,000 28000 .000 288,000 2,000 18,000 238,000

Subltotal 1.480,000 475,000 445,000 916,000 2,113,000 275,000 612,000 1,607,000

Total 5,444,000 1,862,600 696,000 1,557,000 5,120,000 1,319,000 2,341,000 5,301,000

(1) The hydraulic model provides a water surface profile for 1975 flow (existing conditions) that is slightly lower at
a nt--ber of the ungaged points than the observed 19?5 flow profile. While this difference is not significant in terms of
the hydraulic model, the greater sensitivity of the cconomic model yields lower damages for the lower water surface
elevations.
(2) Method of estimating acres is not sensitive to small changes in elevation.
(3) Agriculturil levees would be effective for 1978 discharges and elevations. Actual area flooded in 1978,

principally from tributary flooding behind the levees, was 11,270 (Reach 2), 3,490 (Reach 3), and 15,980 (Reach 4).
(4) Includes residences on farmsteads.
(5) Agricultural levees are effective for the 1975 and 1978 flood elevations. If the levees totally failed, damages

wider existing condttions for 1975 and 1978 would be:
Reach 2 Reach 3 Reach4

1975 flood S107,000 $589,000 $364,000
1978 flood 352,000 1,031,000 827,000

(6) Damages sustained by units with totally irneffective levees are $684,000, $1,255,000 and $1,144,000 for Reaches
2, 3, and 4, respectively (identified Zrom aerial photos).
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VQ1 Table 11 summarizes the differences between the "without levee" condition

and existing conditions. Damages are combined with the frequency analysis

to give damages on an average annual basis. The numbers in parentheses are I

disbenefits or induced damages. Footnote 2 explains why no benefits are re- t

corded in North Dakota agricultural Reaches 2 and 3. Benefits in those

reaches would probably be greater if the Minnesota levees had not resulted

in higher stages. The damage per acre figure in table 11 represents both

crop damage and other agricultural damage, and as such is the sim of the

last columns of tables 6 and 8.
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Table 11 - Comparison of average annual damages - "without levee" vs.

existing conditions

Damage Average annual damages
per Without levees Existing conditions Benefits of lev

Reach acre Acres Damages Acres Damages Acres Dollar

AGRICULTURAL

Minnesota

1 $102.22 290 $29,644 290 $29,644 0 0
2 145.47 4,380 637,158 580 84,373 3,800 $552,786'
3 114.08 3,340 381,027 200 22,816 3,140 358,21
4 104.72 9,150 958,188 1,090 114,145 8,060 844,03
5 103.79 4,580 475,358 4,580 475,358 0. 0
6 92.94 7,500 697,050 7,500 697,050 0 01

Subtotal 29,240 3,178,425 14,240 1,423,386 15,000 1,755/,O0

North Dakota

1 100.67 320 32,214 320 (2) 32,214 0 0(2)
2 130.82 4,520 591,306 2,570 336,20/ 1,950 255,099
3 112.93 3,750 423,488 1,660- 187,464 2,090 236,024
4 107.38 4,070 437,037 4,300 461,734 (230) (24,697)
5 106.63 2,450 261'244 2,450 261,244 0 0
6 106.066,390 677,723 6,390 677,723 0 0

Subtotal 21,500 2,423,012 17,690 1,956,586 3,810 466,426

Total 50,740 5,601,437 31,930 3,379,972 18,810 2,221,466

NONURBAN RESIDENTIAL

'Minnesota

1 21,100 26,000 (4,900)
2 22,100 2,200 19,900
3 97,900 2w700 95,200
4 69,500 27,000 42,500
5 30,700 30,700 0
6 54,300 54,300 0

Subtotal 295,600 142,900 152,700

North Dakota

1 12,700 13,500 (800)
2 34,100 40,900 (6,800)
3 17,300 24,900 (7,600)
4 15,800 29,800 (14,000)
5 2,900 2,900 0
6 10,700 10,700 .0_!

Subtotal 93,500 122,700 (29,200)

Total 389,100 265,600 123,500

(1) Numbers in parentheses are negative or induced damages.
(2) Although the existing condition water surface profile is higher than the

'ithout levee" profile, the low level agricultural levees on the North Dakota
side prog4de substantial benefits.
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D. HYDROLOGIC EFFECTS OF EXISTING AND PROPOSED AGRICULTURAL LEVEES

In addition to the obvious increases in flood stages, one of the principal

concerns about the agricultural levees is the potential for increased flood

flows on the Red River. Agricultural levees encroach into the f-loodplain,

eliminating some of the normal overbank effective flow area. Under natural

conditions (without levees), the flow velocities and volumes in these over-

bank areas are so much-less than those in the main channel that the flood-

waters can be considered to be effectively in storage. Loss of part or all

of this storage area caused by the agricultural levees forces more water

into the channel area between the levees, increasing flows, velocities,

and stages of floods (figure 14).

This concept of floodplain storage can also be illustrated by a simple

analogy - consider that each section of land in the overbank area acts as a

small reservoir, storing a quantity of floodwater. Flood flows have a

tendency to increase downstream as a result of tributary inflows and local

runoff and a tendency to decrease downstream as a result of channel and

floodplain storage. Under natural conditions, these factors roughly balance

on the Red River of the North, and the peak discharges at Emerson, Manitoba,

are typically 10 to 20 percent greater than at Grand Forks. Encroachment

on the storage area reduces or eliminates the effect of these small "reser-

voirs" in the overbank areas, and the water that is no longer in storage

contributes to increased downstream flows. With the reduction in flood-

plain storage, the tendency for flow to increase downstream predominates,

and flows at Emerson could be significantly increases.

To determine what effect a loss of floodplain storage and effective

flow area has on flows, the Corps undertook a sensitivity analysis using the

HEC-5 high-flow computer model. The following two encroachment ccnditions

were analyzed:

1. Encroachments that limit the 100-year flood to a 0.5-foot raise as

required by the States' criteria (the same as the "100-year levee" setback

and floodway alignment).

2. Encroachments that limit flows to the channel area (arproximately

the same alignment followed by the existing levees).
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These two conditions were compared with a condition of no encroachment

or "without levee" floodplain condition. Historical flow data from the 1948,

1950, 1965, 1966, 1969, 1975, and 1979 floods were used. The encroachments

were considered to be continuous from Grand Forks to Emerson, with no encroach-

ment south of Grand Forks or on the tributaries. Flows of similar magnitude

such as the 1966 and 1969 floods at Oslo can cause different flow increase

percentages as a result of variations in volumes and timings of tributary

flours. Thus, a large range of flow increases is possible depending on

tributary inflows. Results of the sensitivity analysis for several loca-

tions along the main stem are presented in table 12.

Table 12 - Calculated flow increases (compared to no levee condition)

Flow increase (in percent)
Condition 1 Condition 2

Station Average Low High Average Low High

Oslo 2 0 5 6 0 13

Mouth of the Forest
River 2 0 3 9 1 15

Mouth of the Snake 2 0 3 11 2 18
River

Mouth of the Park
River 3 0 4 14 2 25

Drayton 2 0 3 l 3 27

Emerson 2 1 3 27 17 36

Condition I shows an average increase of 2.3 percent at Emerson.

This figure is less than the accuracy of the basic flow data (t5 percent)

from the gage readings; therefore, it'is very likely that no change in flow

could be detected if the States' criteria were followed. On the other hand,

condition 2 gives a good example of the additive effects as flow moves down-

stream. It also shows how changes upstream can create problems downstream.

Because the encroachments are as close to the river channel as possible,

the change in flow is the worst that could be seen. The potential for flow

increases at Emerson exceeds 30 percent with uncontrolled levee construction.
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Finally, as a part of this analysis, the impact of levees with the

existing levee alignment but assuming a vertical wall of infinite height

was also examined. The reach of existing levees is short enough that no

significant (i.e., greater than 5-percent) flow increases would be seen

at Emerson because adequate floodplain storage is regained downstream

of the levees. Also, the complete overtopping of the North Dakota levees

in the 1978 and 1979 floods and the partial overtopping of the Minnesota
levees in 1979 seemed to restore some of the lost floodplain storage

during those two floods. A similar lack of significant hydrologic ef-

fects would be expected for any proposed modifications as long as they

are confined to the reach of existing levees.

Details related to development of the HEC-5 high-flow hydrologic

model can be found in the "River Model Evaluation" report for the International

Souris-Red Engineering Board, September 1981.

E. PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS TO EXISTING AGRICULTURAL LEVEES

When the criteria were signed into law in early 1980 by the States of

Minnesota and North Dakota, the Governors instructed the local water manage-

ment agencies to develop a corrective plan for bringing the existing agri-

cultural levees into substantial compliance with the criteria. An informal

working group - composed of representatives of the Minnesota Department of

Natural Resources, North Dakota State Water Commission, Middle River-Snake

River Watershed District, Grand Forks County Water Management Board, and

Walsh County Water Management Board - has examined a large number of alterna-

tives for modifying the existing levees. The Corps has provided technical

assistance to this working group.
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The following section discusses all alternatives considered by the

group. The profiles of the various cases are printed on transparency material

to facilitiate comparison with each other and with the profiles of the existing

levee top elevations (figure 15) and the historic floods (figure 16). The

various alternatives relate either to a specific flow (e.g., 35,000 cfs or
43,000 cfs) or to the high-water profile of a specific flood (e.g., 1975 flood

profile plus 1 foot). Because the levees were originally constructed to protect

against the 1975 s mer flood, which had a peak discharge of 43,000 cfs at

Oslo, this flood served as a starting point for many of the alternatives.

Different levee alignments were also evaluated for many of the

alternatives. The four levee alignments considered are described below in

table 13.

Table 13 - Key to levee alignments
Alignment Minnesota levees North Dakota levees

A Existing - 1979 conditions. Existing - 1979 conditions.
B Similar to Alignment A, but with Similar to Alignment A, but with

equal setback levees in those equal setback levees in thoselocations that have levees on locations that have levees on

only one side of the river, only one side of the river.
C Similar to Alignment B, but with Similar to Alignment B, but with

some straightening of the levee some straightening of the levee

alignment where existing levees alignment where existing levees
closely follow the meander loops closely follow the meander loops
of the river, of the river.

D Alignment C. Alignment A.
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Im

Alignment B involves construction of approximately 5 1/2 miles of new

levee on the Minnesota side and 18 1/2 miles of new levee on the North Dakota

side. Alignment C represents both removal of existing.levees (22 1/2 miles

of Minnesota levee ax 12 miles of North Dakota levee) and construction of

new levees (17 miles on the Minnesota side and 9 1/2 miles on the North

Dakota side). Specific details of this alignment are not important. The

purpose of analyzing Alignment C is to -Itermine whether a significant

stage reduction can be achieved by a modest amount of realignment. In this

example, roughly 60 percent of the existing levees are realigned. A lesser

or greater degree of realignment could ultimately be chosen by the local boards.

For all of the cases that involve overtopping of the agricultural levees,

the X3 option of the HEC-2 model was used. This option assumes no effective

flow landward of and below the top elevation of the levees. The assumption

about flow inherent in the X3 option is pictured below in figure 17. The

X3 option analysis is as agreed upon by the States and local agencies. This

method is considered a simplified method of analysis; more detailed analysis

using a more sophisticated method is not warranted.

Diagram of X3 Option

Water surface
Effective

Non-effective/A 
Ae

Flow Area Non-effective
Flow Area

- Levees
Figure 17

Overtopping analysis using the X3 option is consistent with the States'

criteria, which specify "total encroachment" on both sides of the river. In

reality, however, these overbank areas are at least partially effective in

conveying flows so that the X3 option results in approximate computed water

surface elevations. The observed stage in an actual flood that overtopped

the levees could be lower than the stage calculated by the model using

the X3 option. While the X3 option provides a conservative evaluation of

levee overtopping, we feel that its use is justified for three reasons:
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1. It is consistent with the "total encroachment" assumption in the

States' criteria. If the overbank areas landward of the levees were assumed

totally effective in conveying flood flows, or at least partially effective

under present conditions, it could become necessary to regulate changes

such as road raises in these areas to ensure that the present conveyance is

maintained. Such regulations may become necessary in any event.

2. With the exception of Case 0 (i.e., lowering of levees along the

existing alignment), none of the cases examined strictly meet the States'

criteria. The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and North Dakota State

Water Commission have held the position that any reasonable compromise plan

L.greed to by the local water management or-;' 'Lzations could exceed the criteria

by a modest amount (i.e., cause an increase of over one-half foot in the

stage of the 1-percent flood). Therefore a precise evaluation of the effect

of overtopped agricultural levees on the stage of the 1-percent chance flood

becom,-s less critical.

3. The X3 option provides a valid means of comparing the relative impacts

of the various cases on the 1-percent chance flood.

A summary table (table 14) describes discharges and the levee conditions repre-

sented by Cases 0 through 41. This table assumes no freeboard on the levees.

Corps levee criteria normally specify 2 feet of freeboard for agricultural

levees to allow for factors which cannot be rationally accounted for in the

design computations. These factors include errors in profile computations,

dynamic effects and short-period discharge fluctuations, and flow retardance

by debriF and ice.
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Case 0:

The first modification plan evaluated would allow the levees to re-

main along their existing alignments but would lower the top elevations

to conform with the criteria. Use of the X3 option which assumes no ef-

fective flow landward of and below the top elevation of the levees yields

a top elevation that results in levees of negligible height. For this

particular plan, then, flow landward of and below the top of the levees

is significant and needs to be considered to give a more accurate estimate

of allowable levee height. Further analysis of the interaction between

channel and overbank flows indicates that substantial "crossover" flows

take place between the channel and overbank areas once the levees overtop.

To allow these flows to pass over levees with negligible head loss, levee

height must be substantially lower than the maximum water surface, which

in this case is the 1-percent chance flood plus one-half foot. For the

condition where the entire floodplain can be utilized by flood flows over-

topping the levees, the top of levee height should be set to an estimated

elevation of 1.6 feet below the 1-percent chance flood profile. For levees

that are well maintained and have mowed tops, this elevation could be

adjusted to an estimated level of 1.3 feet below the 1-percent chance floc

Within the limitations of a one-dimunsional model and the technical

accuracy associated with discharge measurements, frequency curves, and

high-water mark elevations, this type df analysis based on energy calcula-

tions is the most reasonable evaluation of levee overtopping that can be

made.

Cases 1 to 4:

These four cases are based on the peak flow (43,000 cfs) observed at

Oslo during the 1975 summer flood. Case 1 represents the profile for the

without-levee condition, and the profiles for Cases 2, 3, and 4 represent

the levee top elevations necessary to contain 43,000 cfs for Alignments

A, B, and C, respectively.
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Cases 5 to 7:f

Using the X3 option, these cases represent the profiles for a l-pe.cent

- chance flood with the levees built to contain a flow of 43,000 cfs. Case 5

corresponds to Case 2 levees, Case 6 to Case 3 levees, and Case 7 to e 4

levees. The results of the overtopping analysis used for Case 0 can be expected

to apply here, giving a maximum water surface approximately 1.6 feet above

the top of levee elevation.

Cases 8 to 10:

With the top of levee elevation set equal to the 1975 summer flood

high-water profiles, the maximum water surface was set to the same level as

the criteria (i.e., one-half foot above the level of the 1-percent chance

flood) to determine the flow capacity at that level. For Alignments A, B,

and C, the flows yielding a water surface one-half foot above the 1-percent

chance flood profile are 39,000, 32,500, and 34,500 cfs, respectively.

Note that the levees are overtopped in these cases, and the X3 option is

utilized.

Cases 11 to 13:

These cases represent the profiles calculated for a 1-percent chance

flood overtopping levees built to a height equal to the high-water profile

of the 1975 summer flood. As before, Alignments A, B, and C are used as

is the X3 option.

Cases 14 to 16:

Again, the effect of a 1-percent chance flood flow is evaluated, but for

these cases the top of levee elevations are set equal to the level of the

1975 summer flood plus 1 1/2 feet.

Case 17:

The purpose of evaluating this case was to determine the levee height

necessary to achieve 43,000-cfs protection on the Minnesota side, along the

existing alignment (alignment A), with the North Dakota agricultural levees

remaining unchanged from existing conditions,
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Case 18:

This case represents an attempt to determine whether the Minnesota

levees could be adjusted along the existing alignment to meet the States' criteria

with North Dakota levees left as is. The presence of existing North Dakota

levees alone, with no agricultural levees at all on the Minnesota side, raises

the stage of the 1-percent chance flood 2.3 feet at Oslo.

Cases 19 to 21:

These three cases represent the water surface that could be expected with

a flow of 43,000 cfs if the levees were built to match the 1975 high-water

profile. At first glance, it would seem that levees built to the profile of

the 1975 summer flood should contain the flow of the 1975 summer flood, but

the presence of the agricultural levees raises the stage significantly for that flow

and the levees would be overtopped.

Cases 22-23:

Cases 22 and 23 are multiple profiles for discharges from 30,000 cfs to

40,000 cfs, in 2,000-cfs intervals for Alignments B and C, respectively.

Cases 24 to 26:

As in cases 8 to 10, 11 to 13, and 19 to 21, the top of levee elevation

is equal to the high-water profile of the 1975 summer flood. The discharges

shown in the table (27,000 cfs for Case 24, 26,000 cfs for Case 25, and 26,500

cfs for Case 24) represent the maximum flow capacity of such levee systems

built along Alignments A, B, and C, respectively.

Case 27:

For Alignment A, with levees on both sides of the river built to the

level of the 1975 summer flood high water plus 1 foot, the maximum capacity

is 30,500 cfs before the levees overtop.
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Case 28:

This case includes profiles for flows from 30,000 cfs to 50,000 cfs, in

2,000-cfs increments, for Alignment A levees on both sides of the river. These

profiles can be compared with Cases 22 and 23, which represent Alignments B

and C, respectively.

Case 29:

This profile represents the top elevation of a Minnesota levee that would

provide 43,000-cfs protection, with no agricultural levees at all on the North

Dakota side.

Cases 30 to 32:

These three cases represent the top elevations of Minnesota levees to

contain a flow of 35,000 cfs, with several different levee conditions on the

North Dakota side. For Case 30, existing North Dakota levees remain in place

and are overtopped by the 35,000-cfs flow. No North Dakota levees aner assumed

in place for Case 31, and, for Case 32, North Dakota levees would be uilt to

a height equal to the Minnesota levees (i.e., to contain a 35,000-cfs Siow).

Cases 33 and 34

Cases 33 and 34 use Alignment D, which specifies the existing alignment

on the North Dakota side and a modified alignment (Alignment C) for the Minne-

sota levees. Case 33 is the top elevation profile for levees on both sides

of the river that would contain a flow of 43,000 cfs; Case 34 is the levee pro-

file for 35,000-cfs protection.

Cases 35 and 36

These two cases differ from Cases 33 and 34 in that the North Dakota

agricultural levees are left as is, with no raising or extending of levees on

that side of the river. As before, Alignment D is used for flows of 43,000 cfs

and 35,000 cfs. The only difference between Cases 30 and 36 is the alignment

of the levees on the Minnesota side.
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Case 37:

Case 37 is a profile for a 35,000-cfs flow with no agricultural levees on

either side of the river. This profile is useful for comparison with the

other 35,000-cfs profile to determine the stage increase caused by the levee

plans.

Cases 38 and 39:

One criticism of prior runs that involve overtopping of the existing

North Dakota levees is that use of the X3 option yields a profile that is

higher than would realistically occur. In cases where the top elevation of

the Minnesota levees would be determined on the basis of this overtopping

analysis of existing North Dakota levees (e.g., Cases 17, 30, 35, and 39),

the resulting profile could be higher than necessary. In other words, use

of the X3 option to determine an appropriate levee top elevation for 43,000-

cfs protection on the Minnesota side will give a profile slightly too high,

resulting in a greater degree of protection on the Minnesota side and greater

adverse impacts on the North Dakota side. The North Dakota representatives

therefore requested that we use a more realistic analysis of overtopping of

existing North Dakota levees. One method of achieving a profile inter-

mediate between a "without levee" condition and an "X3" condition for all

existing levees is to remove all North Dakota levees in the model but leave

the roadways that function as levees in place (using X3 when these roads overtop).

At various locations along the river, particularly on the North Dakota side,

the agricultural levees connect with sections of raised township roads. These

roads act as levees, and are recognized as such by the HEC-2 model wherever a

cross section intersects one of these raised roads. All other roads were left

"as is"; that is, they wcre included in the model calibration parameters. Cases

38 and 29 represent this assumption for flows of 43,000 cfs and 35,000 cfs,

respectively.

Cases 40 and 41:

The working group decided that the most accurate profiles for 35,000- and

43,000-cfs protection levees on the Minnesota side, with existing North Dakota

levees left as is, would be derived by use of engineering judgment based on

previous model runs. Therefore, a meeting was held with engineers from the
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Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, North Dakota State Water Commission,

Middle River-Snake River Watershed District, and Corps to determine the most

probable water surface profiles for these specific conditions. The rationale

for doing these profiles is based on the following:

ii a. Use of the 1975, 1978, and 1979 flood profiles as a guide.

b. Evaluation of model-generated profiles for 35,000 cfs and 43,000

cfs and comparison of these with the historic profiles.

c. Weighting of the historic profile somewhat more than the computed

profiles and determination of "best fit" profiles on the basis of discussion

and engineering judgment.

The result is shown as Cases 40 and 41, which represent the top elevations

for Minnesota levees providing 35,000- and 43,000-cfs protection, respec-

tively, with no raise or extension of existing North Dakota agricultural

levees.
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F. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF EXISTING LEVEES AND PROPOSED MODIFICATIONS

1. Impacts on Fish, Wildlife, and Vegetation

a. Exit, +-4 ng Condition. - The woodlands and brushy areas along the

Red River are a valLable resource because of their value as wildlife habitat

and their limited distribution. These areas provide den and nesting sites, I
winter and escape cover, and winter food for many resident and migratory
animal species. The riparian areas also furnish a travel corridor for animals

moving north and south along the Red River. Because of their importance, these

areas should be protected, conserved, and enhanced whenever possible.

Riparian areas have been encroached upon over the years through the con-

version of floodplain areas to agricultural uses. The development of agri-

cultural levees has resulted in several direct and indirect environmental im-

pacts. Levees have protected lands that may have previously been considered

marginally suitable for agriculture, thereby allowing for more intensive farming.

Construction of the present levee system has resulted in the direct loss

of trees and upland areas as land was cleared for levees. In some instances,

wetland and wooded areas not prone to flooding after levee construction were

-converted to agricultural uses.

The current levee system, especially in those areas where levees flank

both sides of the river, can decrease the cross-sectional area for flow and

increase flood stages and velocities between the levees. Consequently, stream-

bank erosion and channel scour may be somewhat aggravated in these areas during

floods. Increased velocities may also increase sediment discharge. Areas

immediately downstream of the levees may experience significantly more sediment

deposition during floods as a result of the spreading out and change in

velocities of floodwaters than they received before levee construction.

4

b. Proposed Modifications. - Plan A involves leaving the system in

its present alignment. This base condition serves as a guideline for comparing

the impacts of other alternatives. i
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Plan B involves the extension of levees in certain areas so that the same

degree of protection is afforded to both sides of the riwr. The construction

of approximately 24 miles of levee, most of which would be in North Dakota,

would have several temporary impacts associated with construction, such as t
increased noise and air pollution. Turbidity of the river resulting from 4
erosion at the construction site could also be tempo:arily increased.

Depending on the selected levee alignments, some floodplain vegetation

may be removed during construction. In addition, streanb; . erosion may be

aggravated during floods when flows are increased as a result o.' the decreased

cross section.

Plan C involves the extension of the levee systems to provide an equal

level of protection on both sides of the river and the realignment of some

levee sections so that some of the oxbows are removed. Impacts of the levee

extensions would be similar to those discussed for plan B.

Realignment of some levee sections could result in some minor adverse

impacts associated with construction, such as temporary noise and air pollu-

tion and erosion at the construction site. However, the setback of some

sections of the levee system could result in moderately beneficial impacts

in those reaches where the area between the river and the realigned levee

may not be suitable for continued agricultural use because of increased sus-

ceptibility to flooding. As a result, some of these areas may be allowed to

revert to floodplain vegetation, which would create a more continuous wooded

corridor. The value of these riparian areas as wildlife habitat would be

increased.

A more acceptable alternative to landowners affected by any proposed

realignment may be to use conservation tillage in the setback areas or to use

these areas as pastureland or for hay production. Any of these practices would

result in the establishment of a more protective ground cover, providing cover I

for wildlife and helping reduce erosion at the site and sedimentation at

downstream points.
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2. Recreation

See Appendix E.

3. Cultural Resources

a. Existing Conditions. - Currently, 13 known prehistoric archeo-
logical sites are within 1 mile of the Red River of the North between Grand
Forks-East Grand Forks and the international border. However, on the vais

of surveys conducted by Dr. Mike Michlovic (1981) along the Red River in

Norman County, Minnesota (south of the present study area), an estimated

800 to 1,000 archeological sites exist within one-quarter mile of the Red

River between its headwaters and the international border. Unfortunately,
extensive surveys have not been conducted in the study area, so the exact

number of sites is unknown.

Projecting from Michlovic's survey, it can be expected that prehistoric

archeological sites will be located within one-fourth milc of the main chan-

nel of the river and within each oxbow, although sites have also been located

along other rivers and streams in the floodplain. It is not expected that

sites will be located more than one-fourth mile away from a main water sourc,

aywhere in the floodplain of the Red River.

The general type of archeological sites that can be expected to be loca-

ted through systematic surveys in the study area are Late Woodland habitatian

sites that are multicomponent and stratified. The majority of sites located

in Norman County by Michlovic are ceramic bearing and contain typical Late

Woodland triangular projectile points. However, this description is of the

most common site type expected to exist in the study area and other sites,

particularly deeply buried Archaic sites, probably also exist.

A systematic survey of historic sites has also not been completed. The

Minnesota State Historic Preservation Office has begun a historic standing

structure survey in the Red River Valley. This office began a survey of Polk

County, Minnesota, a portion of which is part of the current study area,

during 1981. Thus, the total number and type of historic sites in the study

area are unknown.

I
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Numerous historic sites are likely to be found along the Red River

of the North because the river is the major geographic feature in the

area and has been a transportation route and water source since prehistoric

times. The kind of historic sites expected to exist include those associa-

ted with the protohistoric and historic American Indians, the fur trade,

early immigration, and settlement including those associated with the Red

River oxcart trails and bonanza farming. In addition, the many communities

located along the R d River probably also contain numerous sites of not

only historic but architectural significance as well.

Three main destructive forces appear to be affecting archeologioal and,

to a certain degree, historic sites along the Red River: intensive agriculture

erosion, and flooding. Probably the major force is cultivation which dis-

places cultural material and, depending on the depth of plowing, can completely

destroy the entire cultural context of a -ite. Although flooding and the

subsequent buildup of deposition buries sites and renders them inaccessible for

study, it also in many eases buries them beyond the reach of the plow, thus

protecting them to a certain degree. Sites are also being destroyed by ero-

sion and bank slumping. Because of their location within the oxbows, they are

continuously cut by the meander of the river.
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b. Proposed Modifications - All of the proposed plans will

affect cultural resources along the Red River of the North to varying degrees.

Plan A would have the least severe impacts on cultural resources because the

major impacts associated with this plan occurred during the original con-

struction, particularly if the levees were constructed from level scrapings.
If sites do exist within one-fourth mile of the river, the present location

of these levees probably has already -turbed those sites located along its

route. Thus, no additional impacts cz be expected from implementation of

this plan.

The impacts to cultural resources associated with Plans B and C are very

similar. Both plans involve the construction of levees within one-fourth

mile of the river. This area has the highest potential for the existence

of archeological resources along the Red River. Plan C could affect

sites located between the levee and the river that would be discarbed by

additional flood deposition, although the possibility of reduced cultivation

in these areas could have a positive effect on archeological sites. Historic

standing structure resources would probably not be affected by either of

these plans because it is not anticipated that any structures would be

altered or removed by implementation of any of these plans.

The fill sources for construction of the levees in Plans B and C

could also affect cultural resources. These impacts could result from

either the level scraping of fields for material or excavation of borrow

pits for fill.

All probable impacts are based on limited information. Cultural re-

source surveys have not been conducted in the area, and, until the exact

number, type, and location of sites are known, a detailed determination of

the impacts on cultural resources is not possible.
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G. CURRENT STATUS OF MODIFICATION PLANS [
As of August 1981, the attempt to develop a compromise corrective plan

for the existing levees at the local level has not been successful. A joint

4meeting between the Middle River-Snake River Watershed District and the Grand

Forks and Walsh County Water Management Boards was held in April 1981. The

local agencies presented their formal positions on a corrective plan. These

positions are summarized briefly below.

Middle River-Snake River Watershed District Proposal:

- Both sides should be allowed to build levees providing 43,000-cfs

protection.

- Some realignment of levees on both sides of the river should be done

similar to Alignment C.

- All structures within the levee system should be brought into general

conformance with the intent of the levee system.

- Case 4 should in theory represent this proposal, but the Case 4 pro-

file is too low at the north end and too high near Oslo. The 1978

high-water profiles with some minor modifications may more accurately

reflect this proposal. (Note that Case 41, while being the best esti-

mate for 43,000-cfs protection on the Minnesota side, does not assume

equal protection on both sides of the river.)

Grand F.,rks and Walsh County Water Management Boards Proposal:

- The level of protection provided by the existing levees shall not ex-

ceed 35,000 cfs, allowing the top of levee elevation to be at or

near the observed summer 1975 flood profile.

- The North Dakota levee system will not be substantially raised or

extended.

- Levee realignment will be considered where hydraulically appropriate.

- The two county boards expressed willingness to compromise to 39,000-

cfs protection.
I
I

The principal differences between the two proposals are the level of protection

and the status of any future modifications to the North Dakota levees. At the

meeting, all three boards concluded that a corrective plan acceptable to local

( landowners on both sides of the river could not be agreed upon. The consensus

at the meeting was that a compromise was not possible at the local level and

that a corrective plan may have to be determined by the courts. The problem

has been referred to the State level for resolution.
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In October 1981, the States held a meeting to discuss the problem.

In Appendix F (Correspondence) are included two letters between the Minne-

isota Department of Natural Resources and 'North Dakota State Water Commis-

sion that outline these agencies' positions on the agricultural levees.

No agreement was reached at this meeting. Litigation was initiated in

June 1982.

H. HYDRAULIC EFFECTS OF OTHER STRUCTURES IN THE FLOODPLAIN

While the local water management agencies have been examining the

effects of the agricultural levees, they have pointed out that other struc-

tures in the floodplain have the potential to in-ase floods. The approach

road embankments for the railroad and highway bridges at Oslo were singled

out as causing significant problems. Therefore, we have analyzed the hy-

draulic effects of these structures for the 1-percent chance flood without

agricultural levees condition. The following analysis is accurate only for

the 1-percent chance flood; different stage increases may occur for different

frequency floods.

I. Bridges and Approach Roads

In general, the bridges have been raised above the level of the

1-percent chance flood and do not significantly affect flood stages. The

approach roads, however, are typically on top of raised embankments and

block flows in the overbank areas. The stage increases at each bridge over

the Red River are discussed below. Table 15 summarizes data on the bridges.

Profiles of the approach roads were obtained from the Minnesota Department

of Transportation, North Dakota State Highway Department, and separate sur-

veys. The analysis below considers removal of the and all

-ections of the approach above the level of the 1-percent chance flood.

a. Soo Line Railroad Bridge at Oslo (RM 271.24) - This bridge

raises the stage at Oslo 0.5 foot for "ie 1-percent chance flood under the

assumption that the Federal project and existing highway bridge are in place.

At a distance 7 river miles upstream of the bridge, a stage increase of 0.1

foot or less was computed.

b. Minnesota Highway l/North Dakota Highway 54 Bridge at Oslo

(RM 271.20) - For the 1-percent chance flood, the highway bridge at Oslo

raises the water surface elevation 0.15 foot compared to a no-bridge condi-

tion. At a distance of 8 river miles up :ream, less than a 0.1-foot stage

increase is seen. The existing railroad bridge and Federal flood protection

works are assumed in place for both the with and without bridge conditions.
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If the highway and railroad bridges were removed (with the Federal project in

place), the stage at the upstream side of the railroad bridge could be lowered VE

0.76 foot for the 1-percent chance flood compared with existing conditions

without the agricultural levees. At a distance of approximately 8.5 river

miles upstream, less than a 0.1-foot difference was computed.

c. Minnesota Highway 317/North Dakota Highway 17 Bridge (RM 236.07) -

Thie Highway 317 bridge, east of Grafton, North Dakota, is the downstream limit

of the agricultural levees. The North Dakota highway approach to the bridge

has an average top of road elevation of 804.2 feet. The 1-percent chance

flood elevation at the bridge is 800.73. All of the floodwaters are passed

through the bridge and across Minnesota Highway 317 to the east. Removing

the existing bridge and approaches would lower the 1-percent chance flood pro-

file at this location 0.1 foot.

A comparison of discharge-measurement notes taken during the 1979 flood

and May 1978 bridge sketches indicates that, on the average, the channel bottom

can change 2 to 3 feet under the bridge. This change is caused by scour during

the flood and aggradation during normal and low flows. The channel bottom

profile measured during the flood peak was 2 to 3 feet lower than that shown

on the surveyed cross sections. A similar condition was noted at the Minnesota

Highway 1 bridge at Oslo.

d. Minnesota Highwiv -_.Ncrth - o a Highway 66 Bridge at Drayton,

North Dakota (RM 206.70) - For the 1-percent chance flood, the existing bridge

and approaches raise the water surface elevation a computed 0.05 foot compared with

a no-bridge conditicn. This relatively small effect is, in large part, due to

the conveyance provided by the North Dakota overbank and a clearance of 1.6 feet

between midspan low steel and the 1-percent chance flood profile.

TI"r North Dakota Highway Department has proposed a 6-foot raise of the

North ;kota approach. This raise would increase the stage of the 1-percent chance

flood 0.3 foot. Channel velocities through the bridge would increase from 3 to

4.5 fps. The proposed road raise completely blocks the overbank on the North
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Dakota side. For existing or proposed conditions, no overflow occurs on

the Minnesota side of the bridge because the approach and road profile is

between 1 and 5 feet above the 1-percent chance flood elevations. The back-

water effect from the road raise was computed to extend 8.5 river miles

upstream of the Highway 66 bridge where the difference was less than 0.1

foot.

e. Minnesota Highway 175/North Dakota Highway 5 Bridge (RM 179.55) -

This bridge has no significant impact on flood stages. With the bridge in

place, a 0.01-foot stage increase was computed compared with a no-bridge

condition for the 1-percent chance flood. The bridge is perched and has

low approaches which allow floodwaters to be carried in the overbanks.

f. Minnesota Highway 171/North Dakota Highway 59 Bridge at St.

Vincent, Minnesota (RM 158.11) - For the 1-percent chance flood, the Highway

171 bridge at Pembina, North Dakota, has a computed stage increase of 0.05

foot compared with a no-bridge condition. At a distance of 5.6 river miles

upstream, the difference is 0.01 foot or less.

g. Bridges at Emerson (RM 154.73, 154.59) - The highway and rail-

road bridges at Emerson increase the stage of the 1-percent chance flood 0.4

foot at Emerson compared to a no-bridge condition. At the international

border, the increased caused by the bridges was computed to be 0.35 foot.

At Pembina-St. Vincent, the stage increase was computed to be 0.3 foot.

11
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F USAED-ST.PAUL RED RIUER OF THE NORTH MAIN STEM
TECHNICAL APPENDIX

HYDRAULICS
DECEMBER 1980

BRIDGE DATA INUENTORY

TABLE 15

BRIDGE RIVER CROSS NET THALUEG LOU LENGTH PIERS
LOCATION MILE SECTION UATERUAY ELEU CHORD IN

NUMBER OPENING ELEV FEET OTY UIDTH
IN FT

CANADIAN NAT'L 154.59 .2 15220 736.5 79G.0 see 2 4 10
RR DR AT EMERSON I 30

PROUINCIAL HUY 154.73 .5 18880 740.5 786.2 740 a 6 6
75 AT EMERSON 7 6 3

MINN HUY 171 BR IS8.11 4.1 24770 736.0 791.7 768 2 4 8
AT PEMBINA

4D S-MNI 175 HUV 179.55 1310 38170 741.3 80.1 1310 3 6 5
DR UEST OF HALLOCK 14 @ 3

ND HUY 66 BR 206.70 2910 29180 754.7 802.1 1056 2 0 6
AT DRAYTON, ND 6 0 3

fMM HUY 317 DR 236.07 4310 11S90 75910 800.8 410 1 @ 5.2
EAST OF GRAFTON

MINN HUY 1 BR 271.20 5810 20280 762.6 815.4 790 3 6
AT OSLO, MINN 4 @ 3

500 LINE RR BR 271.24 5910 13480 768.4 815.3 580 1 @ 29.2
AT OSLO, MIN 16 12.7

20 0 1
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2. Judicial Ditch Spoil Banks

Two large drainage ditches enter the Red River south of Oslo: Minnesota

Judicial Ditch 1 at river mile 276 and Minnesota Judicial Ditch 75 at river

mile 282. Local interests have suggested that the substantial spoil banks

on the east-west ditches obstruct flood flows, increasing flood stages on

the upstream side of the ditches.

a. Minnesota Judicial Ditch I has a relatively small impact on

water surface profiles. The computed stage for the 1-percent chance flood

is reduced 0.05 foot if the spoil bank is removed. The downstream

side of the spoil bank is affected by backwater stages at Oslo and has less

than one-half foot clearance above the 1-percent chance flood profile.

D. Minnesota Judicial Ditch 75 has some impact on the 1-percent

chance flood profile. If the spci! bank were removed, stage reduction is

computed to be 0.18 foot. At a distance approximately 3.5 river miles

upstream, less than a 0.1-foot stage reduction is realized. Aerial photos

of the 1969, 1975, 1978, and 1979 floods illustrate how this spoil bank

blocks floodwaters in the Kinnesota overbank area. The spoil bank acts

as a levee and prevents overbank flows. Water ponds upstream of the levee

for a distance of 2 to 3 miles and east of the Red River a distance of

2 to 3 miles. This spoil bank does not affect stages at Grand Forks because

the computed stage increase is only 0.01 foot.

3. Federal Flood Control Project at Oslo

Analysis of the Oslo levee was completed for several different conditions

for the 1-percent chance flood:

a. For the existing highway and railroad bridges in place and no

agricultural levee, the stage increase caused by the Federal project was com-

puted to be 0.06 foot at the gage site and 0.22 foot at the upstreami side of

the railroad bridge.
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b. If the Federal project and the Soo Line Railroad bridge were

removed, the stage would be reduced 0.58 foot at the upstream side of the

bridge.

c. If the Federal project, Miresota Highway I bridge, and the

Soo Line Railroad bridge were removed, the stage would be reduced 0.77 foot.

d. Computations were made assuming no bridges at Oslo. With

this assumption, profiles were computed for both with and without the Federal

I project. Slight stage increases were computed at Oslo, ranging between 0.01

and 0.09 foot. These results agree with hand computations done in 1968 for the

Pembina and Oslo projects to determine the effects of ring levees in a broad

floodplain.
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I. FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES

A. BACKGROUND /

The Red River Main Stem Study began in 1977 as an interim feasibility

investigation under the various authorities directing the Corps to pursue

water resource investigations of the Red River of the North and its tribu-

taries. The purpose of this study was to examine alternatives that could

alleviate flooding on the Red River main stem, with special emphasis on

agricultural levees. Stage 1 of the study wns completed in 1978. It identi-

fied the problems and needs of the main stem study area (essentially the

regional floodplain) and laid out a plan for further studies. During Stage 2,

a broad range of alternatives that could reduce main stem flooding were con-

sidered, including many alternatives outside of the main stem study area.

These alternatives were screened by a group of Federal and State water re-

source experts for their potential effecti-eness in reducing main stem

flooding. Subsequent evaluation of the screened alternatives led to the

following conclusions:

- The alternatives outside the main stem study area, although they

had the potential to reduce main stem flooding, were not appropriate

given the main stem study funding limits. These alternatives

would be considered under the preliminary basinwide review study

in 1980 (subsequently completed under contract with the Gulf South

Research Institute).

The alternatives recommended for continued study on the main stem

were agricultural levees; bridge, roadway, and drain modifications;

channel modifications; and diversions.

Because local interest was strong, the alternative of ring levees

around individual farmsteads should be added.

- The evaluation of all roads and drains within the study area was beyond

the scope and funding of the study. Therefore, only modifications to

the bridges over te Red River and their associated approach roads

would be considered.
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Stage 2 was completed in October 1979. At this point, the St. Paul

District recommended that the study be converted to an engineering informa-

tion study, stressing the hydrologic and hydraulic data and analyses needed

by the States and local interests to resolve the problem of the existing

agricultural levees. This recommendation was supported by the States of

Minnesota and North Dakota and was approved by the North Centr-l Division

of the Corps of Engineers in January 1980. Studies since then have concen-

trated on the effects of the existing agricultural levees and proposed

modifications to those levees. Analysis with the HEC-, and HEC-5 computer

models has been limited to the Grand Forks to Canadian border reach. The

HEC-2 water surface profile model is operational only for this reach;

calibration of the reach upstieam of Grand Forks has been delayed in favor

of extensive analysis of the levees in the Grand Forks to border reach.

B. FIVE ALTERNATIVES CARRIED FROM STAGE 2

While the principal recommendation of the Stage 2 report was to convert

to an engineering information effort with emphasis on the existing agricul-

cural levees, the report also identified five alternatives on the main stem that

might be effective. These five alternatives are agricultural levees, bridge/

approach road modifications, channel modifications, diversion channels, and

farmstead ring levees. They are discussed below.

1. Agricultural Levees

Because the existing levee system is partially successful, particularly

in more frequent floods, there has been interes- in the potential for agricul-

tural levee construction in the rest of the Grand Forks to international border

reach. Any new levee system would have to comply with the States' criteria.

A preliminary cost estimate for agricultural levees that would provide 100-year

protection and meet the criteria was made as part of the main stem subbasin

report )f the Red River of the North Preliminary Basin-Wide Review Study

(St. Paul District/Gulf South Research Institute, 1980). The estimated benefit-
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cost ratio for this levee system was 0.67, indicating that this alternative

was not feasible by Corps standards. That still leaves two questions
umanswered:

a. Would agricultural levees be feasible if constructed to local

rather than Corps standards and using local costs for construction?

b. Would levees providing a lesser degree of protection and comply-
ing with the criteria be more feasible than levees providing 100-year

protection?

This report will address those two questions in greater detail.

2. Bride/Approach Road Modifications

As stated in section i.F. of this report, the bridge structures are

generally a':ove the level of the 1-percent chance flood and do not signi-

ficantly affect flood stages for the 1-percent chance flood. The bridges

may have a greater impact on flood stages if future improvements of the F

approach roads were to prevent or reduce over-the-road flows. The approach
road embankments do affect flood stages, but the maximum increase in the

stage of the 1-percent chance flood is 0.5 foot (immediately upstream of

the Soo Line Railroad bridge at Oslo). In other words, this bridge/approach

road complies with the States' criteria. For all of the other bridge/approach

combinations, the stage increase is less than 0.5 foot, and the stage in-

creases dissipate upstream rather rapidly. While we have not done detailed

cost and benefit calculations for modifying the approach roads, in our best

judgment, the costs for modifying these embankments to pass flood flows and

still maintain traffic use are likely to exceed the limited benefits to be

derived from such modifications.

As an example, the bridges and approach roads for Minnesota Highway 1/

North Dakota Highway 54 and the Soo Line Railroad at Oslo were analyzed to

determii :he stage reductions that could be achieved by approach road

modifications. The approaches to the highway bridge were lowered on both
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sides of the river by 2 feet and 4 feet to simulate a"Texas crossing." The

embankment for the Soo Line Railroad was modified to include additional

X__ waterway capacity on the left (i.e., North Dakota) overbank. An area of

approximately 116,000 square feet was excavated to an elevation of '83.5

(from a top of bed elevation of 810.5) over a distance of 4,300 feet. Be-

cause the top of rail must remain at its present elevation to preserve the

railroad grade excavating such a large waterway opening would require a

bridge or causeway at this location. These modificatiorswere computed in

various combinations as listed in table 16.

Table 16 - Effects of approach road modifications at Oslo
Amount approaches Soo Line Railroad Stage reduction for the

lowered bridge with excavation 1-percent chance flood (feet)

2 feet No 0.08

Yes 0.36

4 feet No 0.15

Yes 0.44

Obviously, very substantial and costly changes must be made to these

approach roads to reduce some of the 0.76-foot stage increase c-aused by this

combination of structures at Oslo.

3. Channel Modifications

Channel improvement to contain the 10-percer~t chance flood for the

Grand Forks to international border reach was evaluated in the main stem

*subbasin report of the Red River of the North Preliminary Basin-Wide Review

Study (St. Paul District/Gulf South Research Institute, 1980). The benefit-

cost ratio for this alternative was calculated to be only 0.31. In addition

to the lack of economic feasibility, the channel modification alternative

has two other serious drawbacks:

a. Channel modification has moderate to severe adverse environ-

mental impacts.
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b. The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) is also inve3tigating

4farmstead ring levees for Grand Forks County, North Dakota, under the
Resource Conservation and Development program. The SCS has already

completed surveys of some of the eligible farmsteads, and, if higher-

level approval and funding are obtained, construction could begin in 1982.

On the basis of preliminary results from these two studies, farmstead

ring levees are probably feasible elsewhere along the Red River main

stem. These two types of studies are initiated in response to local

requests.

C. FEASIBILITY OF AGRICULTURAL LEVEES USING LOCAL COSTS AND CONSTRUCTION

STANDARDS

The feasibility of agricultural levees that protect from the 100-year

(1-percent chance) flood and conform to the States' criteria was estimated

using local construction standards and costs rather than Federal construc-

tion standards and costs. The HEC-2 model generated the levee setback at

each cross section by encroaching equally from both sides into the flood-

plain until the water surface matched the elevation of the 100-year flood

plus one-half foot. Comparing this elevation, which represents the neces-

sary top of levee elevation, with the ground elevation along the levee

alignment provides the height of the levee. The average levee setback and

height, appropriate levee length, and land area riverward of the levees

are broken down for the six reaches in table 17.
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Table 17 - Data for 100-year levees
Average Average Approximate Area riverward

levee he gt levee setback levee lemh of- levee
(feet) - (miles) (miles) (square miles)

Reach ND M! ND MN ND MN ND MN

1 7.6 5.0 0.4 0.2 6.6 6.9 3 7

2 4.7 8.0 1.9 1.4 11.0 10.4 25 13

3 3.9 4.3 2.3 2.0 6.4 7.6 14 12

4 5.8 5.6 1.5 2.2 8.2 9.2 19 34

5 5.0 6.4 1.0 2.1 9.4 12.5 14 24

6 6.6 6.0 1.3 1.9 31.7 37.9 41 60

(1) The levee top elevation at any point along the river is equal to the
elevation of the 100-year flood plus 0.5 foot and levee top elevations are equal
on both sides of the river. Thus, differences in average levee height reflect
differences in average ground elevation.

(2) This length represents main stem levees only; it does not include tribu-

tary levees.
(3) The average setback here is biased toward a less than representative

distance because of the confluence with Grand Marais Creek.

Standard engineering design was assumed for the levees; that is, 1:3 side

slopes, 10-foot top width, and seeding to protect against future erosion.

Interior drainage problems were handled in a very appro-imate manner by in-

stallation of flap-gated culverts approximately every one-fourth mile of

levee length. All costs were based on Corps estimates of the costs necessary

for local people to acquire the goods and services for levee construction.

The presence of tributary streams complicates the construction of agri-

cultural levees on the main stem. This problem is apparent in the reach of

existing levees on the North Dakota side where incoming tributaries create

gaps in the levee system through which Red River backwater can readily pass.

For this feasibility estimate for 100-year levees, tributary levees were ex-

tended from the tributary mouth up to a point where ground surface elevation

equaled the 100-year plus one-half foot water surface elevation at the tribu-

tary mouth. This distance was felt to be sufficient to protect against any

backwater effects from the main stem. Tributary levees will be an essential part

of any main stem levee system, and their costs will be a significant part of

the total cost. Table 18 summarizes data on the tributary levees required

for the 103-year main stem levee system.
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____ Table 18 - Tributary levee data (for 100-year protection)
(1)

Average levee Levee length

Reach State Tributary height (feet) (miles) First cost

2 MN Grand Marais 4.1 8.0 $723,000

4 MN Snake 4.3 7.6 1,289,000

ND Forest 2.1 1.7 155,000

5 ND Park 3.8 1.6 133,000

6 MN Two Rivers 4.7 3.1 661,000

ND Pembina 3.1 5.8 787,000

(1) The Marais River in reaches 2, 3, and 4 on the North Dakota side
is within the 100-year main stem levee, and hence a separate tributary
levee is not needed. For levees offering less than 100-year protection
and thus being closer to the Red River, a separate levee along the
Marais River may have to be added.

The estimated cost for agricultural levees is skown by reaches and

States in table 19.

Table 19 - First costs for construction of 100-year agricultural levees(1)
Costs

Reach North Dakota Minnesota

1 $1,303,000 $802,000

2 1,190,000 2,859,000

3 555,000 738,000

4 1,290,000 2,499,000

5 1,219,000 1,920,000

6 5,867,000 6,017,000

Subtotal 11,424,000 14,835,000

Total $26,259,000

(1) Includes costs for tributary levees.
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Costs for individual construction items are summarized in table 20.

Table 20 - Cost of individual construccion items

Item Unit Quantity nit cost Total cost

* Fill CY 6,774,300 $1.75 $11,855,000

Topsoil CY 1,109,500 2.OG 2,210,000

Clearing CY 526,000 5.00 1,052,000

Stripping CY 1,273,000 1.00 1,273,000

Seed Acre 137,000 4.00 548,000

Land 1,144,000

Culverts LF 35.00 3 .800,000
with flapgates Each 6,000.00

Subtotal 21,882,000

Contingencies (20 percent) 4,377,000

Total 26,259,000

(1) The land cost varies - - 2/acre in Reach 6 (ND) to $1,600/acre
in Reach 1 (MN).
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The average annual benefits for 100-year agricultural levee protection

are summarized in table 21.

Table 21 - Average annual benefits for 100-year levees
Benefits

Reach Nonurban residential Other agricultural Total

I M 1innesota

1 $13,600 $20,300 $33,900

2 16,200 439,300 455,500

3 87,700 264,000 351,700

4 60,000 621,700 681,700

5 26,200 314,600 340,800

6 48,300 392,900 441,200

Subtotal 252,000 2,052,800 2,304,800

North Dakota

1 7,700 21,800 29,500

- 2 27,700 222,200 249,90',

3 14,100 233,200 247 3OO

4 12,700 213,600 22,,300

5 2,000 147,400 149,400

6 6,500 381,600 388,100

Subtotal 70,700 1,219,800 1,290,500

Total 322,700 3,272,600 3,595,300

The average annual damages for "without levee" and 100-year levee condi-

tions were compared to yield the average annual benefits for the 100-year

agricultural levees. The benefits, along with the average annual costs

and the derived benefit-cost ratios, are shown in table 22.
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Table 22 - Benefits, costs, and benefit--cost ratios for 100-year agricultural levees
Average annual benefits -Average annual costs Benefit-cost ratio

Reach MN ND N ND MN ND

1 $33,000 $29,500 $69,600 $108,500 0.5 0.3

2 455,500 249,900 242,000 101,400 1.9 2.5

3 351,700 247,300 65,400 50,000 5.4 4.9

4 681,700 226,300 212,400 110,900 3.2 2.0

5 340,800 149,400 162,800 106,400 2.1 1.4

6 441,200 388,100 511,00 496,500 0.9 0.8

Total 2,304,800 1,290,500 1,264,000 973,700 1.8 1.3

These numbers are estimates for planning purposes only, intended to give an

idea of the relative feasibility of levee construction for the various reaches.

This analysis assumes a base condition of no agricultural levees in place.

It is also important to note that neither benefits nor costs have been included

for the induced damages caused by the extra 0.5-foot depth of flooding in the

area between the levees. Although the stage ircrease caused by this levee sys-

tem is within the allowable limit set by the States' criteria, it is highly

recommended that ring levee protection to the 100-year plus 0.5-foot level be

provided for all farmsteads and communities between the levees. There may also

be an increase in the duration that the cropland between the levees would be

* inundated. These costs do not include environmental enhancement measures, nor

are the agricultural benefits reduced to account for the option of allowing

the land between the levees to revert to natural conditions.

The overall benefit-cost ratio for the entire Grand Forks to border reach

is 1.6 (benefits = $3,595,300, costs = $2,237,700). This analysis indicates

that 100-year protection built to local standards and using local costs is

potentially feasible for a number of reaches along the river. These reaches

are essentially the same ones (Reaches 2 through 5) where farmers have already

constructed levees offering less than 100-year protection. The use of Federal

costs and standards for construction, including 2 feet of freeboard on the

agricultural levees, would at least double the costs and would result in an

overall benefit-cost ratio less than 1.0.
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The question remains whether levees providing a lesser degree of protection

and still complying with the criteria would be feasible. Given the large

xnumber of variables involved in estimating costs and benefits for various

levee systems (e.g., height/setback combinations, tributaries, existing roads

and structures, etc.), we have not calculated the economics for other pos-

sible systems of agricultural levees. According to our best professional

judgment, however, the optimum level of protection to give the maximum benefit-

cost ratio would fall in the 10- to 20-year range of protection.

D. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF THE 100-YEIAR LEVEE -ALIGNINT

Because of the setbacks required to comply with the States' criteria for

levee construction, only minor temporary impacts associated with construction

could be expected. In most instances, land use is currently agricultural.

Some impacts may be significant in those areas where the levees approach

the floodplains of the tributaries. Flanking levees would need to be con-

Sstructed some distance upstream to protect against flood damages from the

backwaters of the Red River. If adequate setbacks are not observed, some

riparian habitat could be lost along these tributaries.

The opportunity exists to significantly improve the natural resources

i the area between the proposed setbacks. Many of the proposals outlined

in the environmental guidelines section would improve wildlife habitat

quality and decrease erosion in the main stem area as compared to existing

conditions.

E. RECREATION IMPACTS OF THE 100-YEAR LEVEE ALIGMENT

See Appendix E.
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F. CULTURAL RESOURCE IMPACTS OF 100-YEAR LEVEE ALIGNMENT

The cultural resource impacts associated with the 100-year floodplain

plan are difficult to determine. Much of this plan involves construction

of levees more than one-fourth mile away from the river - a geographic area

from which cultural resource data are unavailable. The primary impacts to

sites are expected where portions of the levee will be located within one-

fourth mile of the river. This conclusion, however, is based on Michlovic's

survey results south of the study area and does not necessarily reflect

conditions within the study area. The area beyond this distance has not

been investigated. Thus, impacts for that portion of the levee more than

one-fourth mile from the river cannot be determined from existing data.

In addition, implementation of this plan could affect historic standing

structures by raising the flood stage one-half foot.

The fill sources for construction of the levees for the 100-year flood-

plain alignment could also affect cultural resources. These impacts could

result from either the level scraping of fields for material or from exca-

vation of borrow pits for fill.

All probable impacts are based on limited information. Cultural re-

source surveys have not been conducted in the area, and, until the exact

number, type, and location of sites are known, a detailed determination of

the impacts on cultural resources is impossible.
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III. GUIDELINES FOR AGRICULTURAL LEVEE CONSTRUCTION

Previous sections of this report have detailed some of the engineering

problems that have accompanied the construction of private agricultural levees

along the Red River of the North. The institutional problems associated

with these levees have been well documented by the local press in the Red

River Valley. in many ways, these institutional problems may be more insur-

mountable than the technical problems. Yet the fact remains that the agri-

cultural levees that have been constructed have been partly successful, and

the criteria allow for modification of existing levees and construction of

new levees. We would, therefore, like to affirm some general guidelines to

minimize the adverse impacts of any future agricultural levee construction.

A. HYDRAULIC GUIDELINES

The States' criteria set the limit for the maximum permissible stage

increase that may be caused by the levees. Because the criteria specify

the 0.5-foot limit only in reference to the 100-year flood, a certain lati-

tude in levee location and height is allowed. To generalize, the higher the

levee, the farther back it must be from the river to comply with the criteria.

Hydraulic analysis of possible levee height-setback combinations

was completed for a short reach of the Red River between river miles 239.44

and 245.46 (cross sections 4600 through 4900). The topography, flow conditions,

cross section spacing, and floodplain characteristics are reasonably typical

and representative of the entire reach.

This simplified analysis was based on an extension of previous methods used to

analyze levee overtopping situations. The following assumptions were made:

1. Flow could pass over levees and between cross sections with a head

loss of 0.1 foot.

2. Friction effects of the levees are negligible.

3. Flow is uiform.

4. Flow velocities are perpe!ndicular to the tops of levees.
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o 5. A linear water surface profile exists between cross sections.

6. Flow distribution from the HEC-2 model is reasonable and valid.

7. Levee heights would be based on an average elevation in the overbank.

To meet the States' criteria, a floodway with encroachments which

limit the stage increase to 0.4 foot was computed for a range of discharges

less than the !-percent chance flood. The one-half foot stage increase is

based on 0.4 foot resulting from encroachment plus 0.1 foot resulting from

the head loss produced by the levees when oxertopped. A discharge-setback

curve for this condition is shown in figure 18.

in the reach analyzed, approximately 26.760 lineal feet of agricultural

levee exist. Inspection of aerial photographs indicated that the levee

alignment used in this reach was typical and could reasonably be expected

to be used elsewhere. A Lmit-discharge per foot of levee versus total dis-

charge was developed using information computed in the HEC-2 model. The

distance the top of levee would have to be below the design water surface

elevation was computed using the energy equation for flow--n the lateral
direction and making simplifying assumptions. These computations were

done for a range of discharges and average groumd elevations in the overbanks

tor each cross section. The results were compared and averaged and a discharge

versus levee height curve developed (figure 19).

By combining the discharge-levee height and discharge-setback curves,

a setback versus levee height curve was derived for the conditions stated

(figure 20).

These curves for the "typical reach" are meant only to illustrate possible

levee height-setback combinations. Analysis of different reaches would pro-

duce different results, but overall similarities could reasonably be expected.
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B. FOUNDATION GUIDELINES

1. Regional History

I{

Within this century, many foundation failures have occurred along the Red

River. The most famous are the Transcona Grain Elevator in Manitoba and the

Great Northern Railway bridge at Grand Forks. Other serious problems occurred

during or relatively soon after construction of all types of structures includ-

ing bulildings, roadways, and levees. With secondary banks (where the lake

plain meets the river cut) typically located about 400 feet from the river's

edge, the temptation to extend lake plain elevation riverward has been irresist-

ible. A good example of this practice can be seen in Grand Forks and East

Grand Forks where eight slides have occurred where fill was placed near or

over the secondary bank.

The Red River Valley is the lake bed of glacial Lake Agassiz, which

covered the area during the retreat of the last glacier from the region. The

river has cut into the lake plain and formed a meander belt without a well-

developed floodplain. Slopes from the lake plain to the riv* .:- edge are unde-

veloped and covered with a dense growth of bxu7h and timber. These banks are

heavily scarred with old slides and sloughs.

2. General Geology

As the last glacier receded north, it formed a barrier Eo northward drain-

age. This barrier created a large lake, Lake Agassiz, ir the present area of

the Red River Valley. Rivers, swollen with water from the melting glaciers,

carried large quantities of sediment into the lake. The coarse sediments were

deposited as deltas and worked into beach lines near shore. The fine silts

and clays were carried out into the lake where they settled and formed deposits

up to 150 feet thick. As the ice barrier melted, the northward drainage was

reestablished, and sediments were exposed to weathering and erosion. The

Red River and tributaries were established and cut steep-sided meandering

channels into the nearly level, soft lake sediments. As a result of the recent

geologic development in the basin, the lake sediments are characterized by poor

consolidation and high natural water content.
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3. Geologic Column

The materials in the area are easily recognized and correlated with

materials found elsewhere in the Lake Agassiz basin. Four major soil types

are present within the influence of existing and proposed levees:

fluvial (river deposited) sediments, two types of lacuistrine (lake deposited)

sediments, and sediments deposited by glacial ice.

The glacial sediments underlie the lacustrine clays throughout the region

and represent the original bottom of Lake Agassiz before filling began. These

sediments are characteristically more competent than the other three soil

units. No evidence of failures exists within these materials.

The lower lacustrine sediments, or dark gray clays, are present throughout

the area. This soil type is extremely weak and is primarily responsible for the

region's notoriously poor feundation characteristics. The unit is thicker

outside than within the meander belt where the river has partially eroded it.

The upper lacustrine sediments (laminated silty clays) are not as thick

as the lower lacustrine sediments. These laminated silty clays may be found

at or near the surface outside the meander belt or may be buried by thick

fluvial deposits within the meander belt. This soil type is only slightly

stronger than the dark gray clays.

The fluvial sediments (river deposits) are the youngest in the region

and are restricted in significant distribution to the meander belts of

rivers. Fluvial sediments consist of discontinuously stratified and mixed

deposits of silt and clay. These deposits are the strongest within the zone of

influence for sliding.

4. Mechanics of Ba ri eailure

Every slope is r-or 'tantly subject to natural forces tending to smooth

=it out or flatten it. Equilibrium may be disturbed by an increase in forces

contributing to sliding (additional weight on top of the bank) or decrease

in forces resisting sliding (erosion of the primary bank or river bottom and
very low river elevation). Landslides of the type in question are usually

deep-seated. When the failing earth mass breaks away from the lake plain
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mass, it moves as a section approximating a segment of circular arc (called

a rotational landslide; see figure 21. The ability of a slope to resist

movement also depends on the strength or ability of a soil to resist shear-

ing. See figure 22 for an illustration of the importance of soil positioning.

In the "best case," most of the potential failure surface is within fluvial

sediments which have a relatively high shear strength. In the "worst case,"

the potential failure surface is wholly within the weaker lacustrine sedi-

ments and the lower lacustrine deposit is very thick. The worst case is

most likely to occur on the outside of a river bend at the edge of the

meander belt. The best case is most likely to occur on the inside of a

bend within the meander belt.

Tension cracks run parallel to the secondary bank and cup in toward

the river at both ends. They are a warning that failure is imminent. Actual

bank failure is usually brittle with a rapid displacement of from a few inches

to a few feet. Initial displacement is often followed by years of slow,

intermittent movement. It is a characteristic of clays in the valley, and

many other clays, to weaken with disturbance by shearing or sliding. That is,

even though sliding has occurred, -hereby reducing driving forces by lowering the

bank and raising the river bottom, soils along the plane of failure are

weaker than before sliding occurred. Any added loading where sliding has

previously occurred could trigger more rapid movement or extend the time and

total displacement of slow movement.
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When displacement occurs, tbe bank-full section changes shape but the

flow area is preserved because the falling secondary bank increases bank-full

Xchannel area by an amount equivalent to that lost by the heaving river bottom.

Because of this phenomenon, an illusion is created that the hydraulic capacity

of the river is unchanged. In fact, the center of the channel where area is

lost by sliding is hydraulically much more efficient than the upper bank where

area is gained by sliding. The net result is reduced capacity of the river

to carry flows and higher water surface elevations for a given quantity of

flow. This is one reason it is important to minimize sliding.

5. Condition of Existing Levees

A great deal of variability occurs in the existing levees mainly as a

result of construction techniques, with quality and existing conditions gener-

ally best near Oslo. Top widths vary from less than 5 feet to more than 20

feet where levees are used as driveways or are built-up county roads. Side

slopes vary from approximately 1V on 1H to 1V on 4H. Generally

levees are not mowed and are covered with tall grasses and/or weeds.

Field inspection of stability conditions in summer 1980 was extremely

difficult because of the heavily vegetated nature of sides and tops of most

levees and limited adcess to levees. Except where levee tops had been

driven over, deterring vegetation, cracking had to be felt for more than

looked for. Basically, two types of cracks were observed: randomly oriented

cracks up to 2 inches wide caused by shrinkage and cracks running parallel

to the levee up to 4 inches wide. Shrinkage cracks were unusually large

because of dry weather and could be observed on the permanent project at Oslo

for reference. The generally wider parallel cracking was not observed every-

where and, more often than not, was caused by localized sloughing (shallow

face slippage). Probably, more parallel cracking exists than was observed
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because of difficulty with observations. Considerable sloughing was ob-

served, especially on the North Dakota side of the river. No major vertical
displacements resulting from riverbank sliding were observed; but, because
of the limited number of areas visited and the heavy vegetation cover, many

could have been missed. Major sliding may be occurring riverward of the

levee without signs of stress within the levee. Where this is observed,
the levee should be moved landward.

Several practices that were evident should be addressed. Farmers

should be discouraged from plowing and planting right up to the landward

toe of levees; an exception to this will be explained later. Evidence

indicating encroachment by farm equipment on levees was observed. This

tends to form a vertical face at the toe and in some cases causes the levee

face to slough. New levees and/or portions of old levees should be pro-

vided with a well graded and gravel surface or planted with grass and mowed

at regular intervals so that vegetation does not grow higher than 6 inches.

This is to aid inspection and observation during emergency periods and

discourage rodent problems. Trees also create possibly turbulent flow

problems and interfere with proper maintenance. If trees are in place,

the practice of filling around them should be discouraged because it may

kill the trees and does not result in a permanently sound structure. Ob-

stacles to flow such as concrete rubble and discarded refrigerators should

be kept off the levees because they may create an erosion problem and pre-

vent placement of erosion protection if needed under high-water conditions.

Where levees are known to contain significant quantities of substandard

fill materials such as wood or highly organic soil, they should be cut out

and rebuilt. A positive feature of most of the levees is that they have

generally been built entirely landward of the secondary bank on the lake plain

and with locally borrowed material. This contrasts sharply with urban

areas where, generally, because the structures are close to the river,

additional fill from outside areas must be placed riverward of the lake

plain.
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6. New Levee Standards

Levees should be built with a 10-foot minimum top width and have slopes

no steeper than 1V on 3H. It is generally best to borrow material for levees

riverward of proposed placement from a stability standpoint. Where stability

is suspect, top widths may be narrowed, slopes steepened, and all material

for construction borrowed riverward of the levee. This compromise in

integrity is justifiable only where earth movements are especially threaten-

ing. Under no circumstances should fill be placed on a sliding crack or

riverward of a crack if movement has occurred or is occurring. Setbacks

from the riverbank will be necessary. The farther landward a levee can be

set back, the less the possibility that construction will cause a sliding

type failure. No general standards for areas of questionable stability are

possible.

Culverts and conduits extending through levees should receive special

care in placing and compacting fill. The landward third of pipes should

be encased in an 18-inch blanket of clean sand or gravel with an exit for

seepage provided. Cutoff or seepage fins should not be used.

All borrow areas, ditches, and levee slopes should be seeded with grass

and/or cared for as needed to establish proper cover. Levee tops may be

graveled and widened where safe for other uses or seeded.

7. Special Conditions

It has been assumed that all levees will be built on a clay foundation.

However, sands and silts may be encountered. In these cases, professional

help should be sought because the design standards presented are not adequate.

This condition is most likely to occur in the sand-gravel beach ridges along

the edge of the old lake plain.

If any sand or gravel from past flood fights or any other source is used

in levee construction, it must be placed landward of a riverward clay face.

A sand or gravel layer through the entire levee section must be avoided.
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Where low levees cross cultivated fields, very flat slopes and wide

top widths are preferred. These levees can be cultivated but special care

may be required so that levee profile elevations are maintained. By culti-

vating, weed, debris, and rodent problems are eliminated. The flat river-

ward slope compensates for the scour problems caused by wave action and

currents.

Where old river channels are crossed, the levees will probably be high

and the foundation soils will probably be fluvial. This combination may re-

sult in significant settlement. It is recommended that these levees be

resurveyed on the first and fifth years after construction and restored to

original grade if settlement occurs.

8. Construction and Maintenance Procedures

Soils for levee construction should be placed in lifts not exceedinR

12 inches and thoroughly compacted by careful routing of construction equip-

ment. Generally, special equipment for compaction is not needed. The surface

of each lift should be loosened if it becomes too smooth to permit proper

bonding of the next lift. Soil for placement should be moist enough to

deform without crumbling and dry enough so that excessive shrinkage will not

occur once in place. Tops and sides of levees will be graded to provide

smooth, even surfaces. Before fill is placed, the foundation will be

cleared and stripped of vegetation. Grass cover will be established and

mowed as needed to limit growth to 6 inches.

9. S umary

To build a levee properly requires greater initial investment that that

made in those levees already built. To maintain a levee properly requires

regular effort. Although poorly built levees have performed their function,

many have failed. In the long run, looking at the reduced rate of deteriora-

tion and likelihood of failure inherent in a properly built levee and con-

sidering the consequences of failure, the greater effort to do it right the

first time is worth it.
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C. ENVIRONM0ENTAL GUIDELINES

x \The construction of levees to reduce flood damages in agricultural areas

has had adverse impacts on natural resources. Floodplains have been cleared

and converted to cropland resulting in the direct loss of wildlife habitat and

increased erosion. However, opportunities exist to improve wildlife habitat and

reduce erosion in the main stem area in conjunction with levee construction.

By considering levee alignment, land use between the levee and the river, and

construction techniques, environmental quality can be greatly enhanced with

little additional cost.

1. Alignment

Levees should be as far as possible from the riverbanks. A minimun setback

of at least 500 feet would be most advantageous. This setback would provide =

a floodway of at least 1,000 feet and would help minimize erosion problems.

More important, setbacks should be outside the existing tree line if at

all possible. Riparian woods in the main stem area are a valuable resource.

They provide areas for recreation and wildlife habitat and help to stabilize

the soil near the river, thereby reducing riverbank slumping.

2. land Use Between the Levees and the River

In some areas, it may be more advantageous to change farming practices

in the area between the river and the levee. These areas will be subjected

repeatedly to flood damages and, as a result, will be more susceptible to

erosion during floods.

One method of reducing erosion would be to institute conservation tillage

practices, such as no fall plowing or no tillage. By not plowing in the fall,

the field residue would help reduce erosion in the spring. No-till farming

would be even more effective in achieving this effect. However, minimum tillage

often requires the increased use of pesticides to maintain acceptable yields

and could contribute to water quality degradation during periods of high runoff.
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Anotner alternative would be to discontinue any row crop production in

the setback areas and use these areas as pasture or for hay production.

If these areas are not overgrazed, establishment of a fairly constant ground

cover would help reduce erosion.

In areas where levee setbacks are 500 feet or less, it may be desirable

to allow natural floodplain vegetation to 'ecome reestablished. A more

continuous wooded corridor would develop, promoting soil stability and enhancing

wildlife and recreation potential along the river. This alternative land
use would be most beneficial in locations adjacent to extensively wooded areas.

3. Levee Construction

Depending on the source of fill for levee construction, there are oppor-

tunities in some areas for the development of wetlands. If fill mate- ial

is obtained from a borrow area, it could be excavated in such a manner as

to create a wetland. Locating a borrow area on the riverward side of the

levee may be feasible in some circumstances, because the setback area may

not be suitable for cultivation as a result of susceptibility to flood damages.

'nese wetland developments would be replenished during the spring and would

provide valuable habitat for wildlife using the river corridor.

An example of how a borrow area could be excavated for wetland develop-

ment is shown in figure 23. The pond daracteristics shown provide a good

mix of shallow areas for the establishment of marsh vegetation and open water.

-he areas should be a minimum of a one-quarter acre in size with an irregular

shoreline. Generally, side slopes should not be steeper than 3 on 1 to mini-

mize the possibility of slumping after excavation is completed. Some

permanent seeding of locally adopted grass-legume mixtures should be established

around the site to help provide wildlife cover. If the area surrounding the

excavation site is to be pastured, the potholes should be fenced to maintain

an adequate ground cover. An area of 25 to 40 feet beyond the waterline should

be enclosed.
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D. RECREATION GUIDELINES

See Appendix E.

E. CULTURAL RESOURCE iIUIDELINES

Before implementation of any proposed plans for the construction or

maintenance of any levees along the Red River, a cultural resource

su vey is recommended in the area of proposed environmental impact, in-

cluding any borrow areas, to identify any unknown cultural resources

that could be damaged or destroyed by construction. If the proposed under-

taking requires Federal assistance, including any Federal permit, license,

or approval, the surveys would be mandatory (required by the National

Historic Preservation Act of 1966). In addition, the State Historic

Freservation Officers and State Archaeologists in each State should be

contacted before implementation of any proposed plan to determine if any

State cultural resource laws or regulations apply.

F. PERMIT REQUIREMENTS

Permits are required to construct, relocate, rebuild, or alter any agri-

cultural levees to en . e compliance with the established joint criteria.

Depending on the location of the dike, applications should be submitted to

the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources or North Dakota State Water

Commission. Forms and instructions can be obtained from the respective State

offices.

Although primary permitting authority resides with these State agencies,

approval from other sources may be necessary. County water management or

watershed offices should be contacted to see if there are any local restric-

tions. Also, Federal regulations may require permits through the Corps of

Engineers.

The Corps has two principal sources of permit authority: Section 10

of the River and Harbor Act of 1899, which regulates all work in navigable

waters up to the ordinary high-water mark, and Section 404 of the

Clean Water Act, which regulates the discharge of dredged or fill material

into waters of the United States. Section 10 generally does not apply to
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agricultural levees on the Red River because the levees are constructed above

the ordinary high-water mark. Section 404 does apply since wetlands,

intermittent streams, and prairie potholes are all considered waters under

Section 404 jurisdiction. The term "wetland" covers a broad range of vege-

taLion and saturated soil conditions; therefore, care should be taken to

determine if, in fact, any wetlands are affected before any levee construction

or alteration is begun.

In summary, before construction or modification of any agricultural levee,

an approved permit must be obtained from the proper State agency. Typically

the States should be able to advise an owner if further permits are required

from other local, State, or Federal offices. If there is any question or doubt

whether further permits are needed, the landowner should contact the local

watershed offices and the Corps of Engineers in St. Paul. Failure to acquire

all of the proper permits could result in a request for removal of the struc-

ture or other legal action.
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APPENDIX 1B

FREQUENCY CURVES



Table of discharge values

for various points along the

Red River main stem is being revised and will

be furnished at a.later date.
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Annual Instantaneous Peak

Discharge Frequency Curve

for

Red River of the North

at Emerson, Manitoba

Under revision - will be

provided at a later date.
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STATES' CRITERIA ON-AGRICULTURAL, LEVEES



FIRST ,,'L8':4 ', TO

JOINT ANO C0o1: .",',I 'E AG!CX:,r1iT
FOR THE Es0",;L I "A .. " , "U

FOR AU I:3.I ;: '; ,; ;; ;.; OTHER
FLOOD CONTROI. S"5TTICTr5 A '" M5URES

ON THE ICED RIVER or THE :oi'11
AND THE COIS DE SIOUX RIVER

1. Article II of the agreeient is hereby amendr-d by adding the follo-,ing

paragraph:

II. INTENT OF AGREE'.:Ef1T

The intent of this agreement is to provide for total and comprehensive water

management of the entire Rod River Basin. Comprehensive water management includes

both structural and nonstructural measures and requires involvement and participation

at all levels of government. This agreement ensures' that both states will provide

for uniform and consistent flood plain management along the Red River of the North

and Bois De Sioux River and that both states are totally comitted to long-range

water management cbjectives over the entire Red River watershed.

2. Article IV of the agreement is hereby amended by the deletion of the existing

article and the insertion of the following new article:

IV. JOINT DIKE CRITERIA FOR AGRICULTURAL DIKE COIiSTRUCTION

A. GENERAL PURPOSE

The purpose of these criteria is to provide for the orderly and consistent

review of permit applications to construct, relocate, rebuild or alter agricultural

dikes along the Red River of the North and Bois de Sioux RiVers in order to assure

that the granting of such penits would be in the best interests of the people

of Minnesota and North Dakota. These criteria would be mutually applicable in

both states. The authority to establish these joint criteria is granted to the

Conmnssioncr of Natural Resources in Minnesota Statutes, Sections I0S.42, 105.4g
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and 471.59 arid to the lorth DOkuto StLe (i, lneor In Section 6lQ2-24 aiid 61-16-15

of the North Dakota Century Code. The two states recognizo that establisthiint

of those criteria governing the issuance, review and denial of penits to construct,

rolocate, rebuild or alter agricultural dikes along the boundary rivers is but the

first stop in the exercise of Joint control over those activities which could

contribute to an increased flood potential of these rivers. The two states further

recognize the need to exercise this Joint control because local or state water

management decisions may have an interstate and international impact.

The criteria heroinare being established at this time because there is a current

need to provide a basis for the review of existing, unauthorized-agricultural dikes

and permit applications for the construction of additional agricultural dikes along

the boundary waters. Local land owners view such dikes as interim solutions to

local flood problems.

It is intended that each state will use these criteria for the adoption of

regulations in each respective state.

B. JURISDICTIO;I

These criteria governing the review, issuance.and denial of permits to construct,

relocate, rebuild or alter agricultural dikes along the boundary rivers pert.in

to all such dikes located within the flood plains of the Red River of the North

and the Bois de Sioux Rivers. Floodplain areas of the Red River of the North are

defined by Appendix 0, Volume 8 of the Souris-Red-Rainy Basin's Comprehensive Study

as "Red River of the North Main Stem Regional Floodplain Area" and the floodplain

of the Bois de Sioux River is defined by the U.S. Geological Survey one percent

chance of recurrence area flood quadrangles. These criteria apply to dikes c6nstructed

on tributaries within the floodplains of these boundary rivers.
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For the pur-poses of these rejula, ions (.ortain terlas or VJOrd!, used herein sh,l 1

~. be interpreted as follow.-s:

"Dike"m reans an e ban%:-ernt constructed of earth and/or other suitable
materials to orotecct ocricult~urail lsands froma flcrus iwhich result from
overflow.- of' w,.atercourses or frelm- diffused surface wa,,ters.

"Boundary Rivers" mcans the Red River of the North and the Bois de Sioux
River' as they form a natural boundary betw.,een the States of M~innesota and
North Dakota.

"Farmlstead" Means a farm dwelling and/or associated farm buildings.

for which it is expected thta specific flood stage or di scharge may
be equalled or, exceeded. This frequency is usually exoressed as having
a probability of occurring, on the average, once Within a specified number
of years.

"Flood Waters" means those .w.aters which temporarily inundate normall,; dr'
areas adjc-inino a w.atercourse. This inundation re-sults from an overfl.w*
of the viaterC--urse cau;sed by excessive amounts o-f rainfall and/or so~i
which exceed itLs capacity.

"Public 'I-Iar-rs" means all ratural an~d altered natural waltercourses -;!4'h
a total drain2age 3rea greate, tha" twoI soua'-e MI les, Lxettatt-u
streams offcill csign,,a te- by Ch Lor'. si- e shall be public wat-ers
regardless of size of their drainage area.

"Ring Dike" means an embankment cen structed of earth and/or other suitable
materials for purposes of enclosing a farmnstead.

"Watercourse" means a channel in wahich a flow- of water occurs ei ther
continuously or intLermit4 -tently in a definite dirnctclo!. ine term applies
to either natural or artificially, constructed channels.

D. SEVERABILITY

The provisions of these criteria shall be severable, and the invalidity of

any paragraph, subparagraph, or subdivision thereof shall not make void any other.

paragraph, subparagraph, subdivision, or any other part.

E. DESIGN CRITERIA

1. Dikes are to be constructed at a location and elevation so as not
to cause an increase in elevation of the 100-year frequency flood
of more than one-half foot -at any point along the river. Calculations

r of the effects of the dikes shall be based on total and equial degree
of encroachinent along both sides of the river. Dikes shall not cause
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an increase in the elevation of fl,,, d waters which wil result in
an unrea-,onable inc,'case in flood ,a,,:ages due to the displace-a'ent
of flood waters.

Y

2. Calculation of the effects of pr,p.)sed dikes-shall be based on the
dikes being located on both sides of the Red and rgois de Sioux Rivers
so as not to cause w;ore than one-,alf of the :;aximu:ai allowable stage
increase. If mutual aore::::ent has been reached bet.,ee, persons on
both sides of the river, dikes on one side of- the river may utilize
the entire increase in flood stage elevation allowable.

3. Dike Dimensions. Dike top width shall not be less than six (6) feet.
Side slopes shall not be steeper than 3:1, except where slope stability
analysis and slcpe erosion control can justify steeper slopes. Ilo organic
soil or material shall be allowed in the foundation of the fill of dikes.

4. Vegetative Cover and Riprap. A protective cover of grasses shall be
established on all exposed surfaces of the dike. Riprap shall be used
where required for control of erosion.

5. Interior Drainage. Dites shall have provisions for interior .rai.nae.
The design shall include plans to handle the discharge from drainage
area based on drainage design requirements for the local area.

HYDROLOGIC DATA FOR DESIGN

The North Dakota State Water Comission and the 'Minnesota Depart.ment c ' ,atual

"esources shall provide the .discharges and corresponding elevations of fre-qUently

)ccurring floods (and other available flood data) for use in dike design.

; IKS CROS "TRAIL W!ATErWA'YS AND LEGA-'L DURAIZZS3. DIKES ACROSS "lr' " 111 " .... M ;Dn ,

Dikes shall not be constructed across public watercourses in Minnesota or
iatercourses in North Dakota as defined by 61-01-07 of the 'orth D e, n t

:ode, without the proper authorization by the appropriate state agency. Dike setbacks

long tributary waterways, within the area defined -n Section B of these criteria,

.o the boundary water shall meet the criteria as stated in Section E.

Dikes constructed across legal drains or public ditch systemns shall require

-he approval of the appropriate watershed district, drain board, water management

Jistrict or other local authority.

D-4



It. FARIMISTEAD DIING

Within an existing dike system, ring dikes around individual famnsteads shall

not require dike perniLs if they are not provided wiLh tie-bWcks to existing road-

ways or dikes. Ring dikes provided with tie-backs shall be considered part of the

overall dike system and ;ill be required to secure diking permits. However,

approvals must be ,-ade from local authorities where applicable.

1. ADMIISTRPTI 0,

1. Applicastion for Per'-its. All applications submitted by the owner to construct,

to relocate, rebuild or alter dikes shall be made on forms provided by the I'.innesota

DNR or ND State Engineer and shall be accompanied by two (2) complete sets of plans

and specifications. Such plans and specifications shall include the following:

a) A general location map within a minimum scale of I"=800:

showing the following:

1) Location of the dike with respect to the watercourse.

2) Location of field inlets to provide for internal drainageS.

3) Location of legal drains and natural channels tributary to

the main river channel.

b) Detailed cross-sections of the dike showing elevations, in relation

to mean sea level, and side slopes.

c) Any other information deemed necessary by the permitting agency in

order to adequately process the permit.

After review of the information required above and other available

data, the state agency to which the application is made shall determine

the location and number of required cross-sections of the river channel

and overland areas. These locations shall be provided to the applicant

who shall then provide the required cross-section data. The applicant shall

undertake and agree to pay the expenses incurred in securing these cross-sections.
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2. Joint Pe,-mit App] icaLion-. Joint pt rimit application- involving two or ;flO'f-

l,1idowners or a permit application on behalf of two or more lando-ners will bc acc(;t. 2

ty the State agencies. These permit applications, taken together, must meet tile

regulations adopated by each agency.

3. Issuance of Per:its. Dike permits will be issued only upon concurrent approval
tg

by the state and local government in which state the dikes are located. Approval of the

permit will in no way relieve the owner from damages which may be caused or created by

construction of the dikes.

4. Joint Ad:ninistration. A copy of each application and accompanying information

for a permit shall be for;iarded by the state agency receiving the initial application

to the.other state for comment and recomimendation before final approval is granted.
f

Comments shall be returned within thirty f30) days after receipt in order to be

considered.
5. Pennit Revocation. The applicant shall provide for certification by a

registered land surveyor, engineer, or other qualified person or agency that the

finished dike elevations are not higher than those approved by the state agency to
which the application was submitted.

The permit shall be revoked for failure to cohstruct the dike in accordance with

the plans and specifications submnitted. Structural alteration of the dike without

permission of the appropriate state agency will also result in having the permit

revoked.

6. Reconstruction. Reconstruction or rebuilding of any authorized dikes shall

require notification of the state agency in which state the proposed activity is

located, and recertification in accordance with these criteria.

J. EXCEPTION TO THE CRITERIA

Under special circumstances, exceptions to the dike criteria may be authorized

on an individual basis but they must have the concurr.=nt approval of the North
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Ijkjota State Engineer, local water managci-.nt board in Norith Dak.ota, 1,1i nneso La

Diepartmeint of Hatural Resources and local w.1 hdd~ic nfinsoa atr

that will be considered, anong other thing, sa bcirase in flood stage,

increase of stage at existing city di ke, increase in stream velocity and environ-

rental effects. In addition, for the purpose of flexibility, each state shall

consider the utilization of farmsteads, property lines, and existing roads when

evaluating applications on dike construction, consistent with these criteria.

K. APPL1CATiG T0O 1 EXISTU4IG MIKES

1. Application to Existino Dikes. These criterasalapyt l nuhrz

dikes cons-tructed in the past for the protection of those agricultural lands located

within the flood plains of the Red River of' the 11o rth and the Bois de Sioux, as

defined in Article IV, Section B of this agreemnent. Exceptions are farmistead dikes

if they meet the provisions ofl Ar-ticle IV, Section H. e-f this agreemient.

2. Evaluation of 7-istina Di kes. Parties 'to this agreemnent. agree to take

coodiAve and direct- action to evaluate all unauthorized dikes constructed i

the past for the purpose of bringing themi into compliance W;dth either Section E

or Section J of' the dike criteria. The procedure-for evaluation of existingdie

shall be mutually agreed to by the State Wlater CoMnission and the Deparznm.ent of

Natural Resources after consultation with the local water manaae-ent agencies in

the floodplain. The State Water Coa.~ 1ission and the EDepart-ment of Natural Resou rc2s

shall provide to the local wate ianagementaenisnthflopinraal

necessary data gathered from the evaluation of existing dikes-

3. Corrective Plans. The local water managem~ent agencies shall utilize the

technical assistance provided by the State Water Cormanission and the Departmient

of Natural Resources, and in consultation with the affected property owners,

Sexpeditiously develop a corrective plan that will mitigate to the flklxinmuil extent
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tIossiblu the adverse impacts to the floodplain and %.,ill be in coplliance or sub-

stantial compliance with the adopted criteria. The corrective plan shall include, /

among other things, an implementation schedule. Factors thaL will be considered,

among other things, in Lhe development of the corrective plan shall be increase

in flood stage, increase of flood stage at existing city dikes, increase in stream

velocity, environmental effects, utilization of farmsteids, property lines, existing

roads, cost of dike modifications, and the amount of the reduction of the adverse

impact in the floodplain that can be achieved in a reasonable manner.

4. Approval of Corrective Plan. The corrective plan shall then be submitted

to the State Water Commission or the Department of Natural Resources for approval.

lhose portions of the corrective plan which are in compliance with Section E of

the dike criteria shall be approved accordingly. Those portions of the corrective

plan which are not in compliance with Section E of the dike criteria shall be governed

b., cction J.

5. Enforcement. If the responsible party or parties do not bring the unauthorizeu

dike or dikes constructed in the past into conformance in accordance .:iLh Lhe approved

corrective plan, the State of North Dakota and the State of Minnesota shall act

independently or jointly to secure such conformance, exercising applicab'le federal

and state laws. Any such actions shall be coordinate. the maximum extent.

In furtherance of this section, Article V of the original agreement is hereby

deleted.

3. A new Article V of the agreement is hereby created:

V. URBAN AND MUNICIPAL DIKES

A. Previous sections of this agreement address only agricultural and rural

dikes. However, another important stop in the process of joint and comprehensive

water management of the Red River is to develop diking criteria for urban and
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municipal areas which will have uniform application on both sides of the Red River.

Therefore the parties hereby agree, in conjuilction with and in cooperation with

local water management officials and appropriate municipalities, to adopt mutually

applicable criteria for the approval of dike construction along the Red River of

the North and the gois de Sioux in the'urban and municipal areas in both states.

Such criteria may include designation of a floodplain and floodway and specifications

for maximum dike elevations.

B. Such criteria shall be adopted after joint public meetings convened at a

mutually acceptable place and time. The parties hereby further agree, if necessary,

to request technical assistance and recommendations from the appropriate federal

agencies, including the United States Army Corps of Engineers, the Soil Conservation

Service, and Federal Emergency Management Agency.

C. The adopted criteria may be substantially altered or amended by mutual agree-

ment of the parties in writing.

; STATE OF MINESOTA STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA _0

Ibert H.Quie Arthur A. Link
Governor Governor

DATE: DATE: .- 6- -Y'o

rnssione State Engineei-
Department of Natural Resources State Water tonnission

DATE: DATE: I
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INTkODUCTION

PURPOSE

The purpose of this report is to identify recreation-relatad impacts and

potentials with the existing and proposed flood control measures in the
140-mile study area along the Red River of the North. The southern
limit of the study arr- is the northern limit of urbanization in Grand
Forks, North Dakota and East Grand Fo-ks, Minnesota. The northern limit

is the international border between the United States and Canada. The
width of the study area coincides with the limit of the 100-year flood-
plain.

The report is organized to present the recreational facilities currently

available in the study area, then to identify areas with potential for

development. Also included are recreation-related guidelines for con-
sideration when analyzing levee alignment and design. Maps of the study
area (1:24.000 scale) are provided depicting existing potential recreat-

ion areas, existing levees and the 100-year floodplain. These, coupled
with maps of the study area, conceptual cross sections and cost esti-
mates, present preliminary information concerning recreational potential
along the 140 miles of the main stem floodplain.

METHODOLOGY

The study relies on reconnaissance-type methods. Previous studies
revealed the names of many of the existing cecreation areas. Aerial
photographs at a scale of 1:24,000 were examined to locate areas for
potential development. These areas were Identified on the basis if tree
cover, proximity to water, and convenient access. Twenty-two potential
sites were identified in this manner. A ficld reconnaissance narrowed

this list to ten sites. Reasons for rejection of some sites included:

* proximity to one or more inhabited residences
* inconvenient or poor quality access roads

* lowlying areas and steep river ihiks

* insufficient width to permit development.

Data collected from existing studies and photographs, as verified in the
field, were plotted on the base maps. These inventory existing recrea-
tion opportunities and present sites with the potential for development

(1:24,000 scale maps).

IU. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Recreation Sites Under 15 Acres, Red

River of the North Basin, 1981.
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, Red River of the North Reconnaissance

Report, Main Stem Subbasin. Final Report, December, 1980.

1
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School athletic fields have been eliminated from consideration in this
report. The reason for this is that school atheletic fields serve a
very different function from outdoor recreation areas. Their attraction

is limited to community residents and to school-aged children. Their
appeal is not widespread.

2
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EXISTING RECREATIONAL AREAS

Existing outdoor recreation facilities are limited within the study
area. Presently, all but one of the sites are located within the
municipalities scattered along the river. The ones that do exist are
well maintained and appear to be regularly used for a variety of
activities. As stated before, school playgrounds have not been
considered in this investigation. Table I presents an inventory of
existing recreation areas. These same areas are also included on the
maps accompanying this report.

TABLE 1
EXISTING RECREATION AREAS

Name City/County Activities/Facilities Ma? Sheet No.

Minnesota

Oslo Municipal Park Oslo,.Marshall Camping (no facilities) 13
Picnicking
Picnic Shelter
Picnic Tables

Large Charcoal Pit
Rest Rooms
Ball Park

North Dakota

Drayton Municipal Park Drayton/Pembina Camping
Picnicki ng 7
Picnic Shelters (3)

Picnic Tables
Play Area

Charcoal Grills
Swimming Pool

Tennis Courts (2)
Rest Rooms
Ball Park

Draycon Municipal Golf Drayton/Pembina Golf (9 holes)
Course

Pembina Masonic Historic Pembina/Pembina None
Park

Pembina Historic Site Pembina/Pembina Picnicking
Charcoal Grills
Play Area
Ball Park

Red River Access Pembina/Pembina Boat Ramp
Fishing

Walhalla Golf Course Pembina/Pembina Golf (9 holes)

(continued) 3
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Red River AcesDrayton/Pembina Boat Ram-, %Ma Sheet No.
(N. D. 14-AtA ihn 6

Ca~p ing facilities are available only at Drayton Municipal ?ark and
Oslo Municipal Park. Other than these two locations, the nearest cam;:
ing is located south of Grand Forks, North Dakota and in Grafton, 10
=iles from interstate Highway 29. The latter site is well out of the
100-year floodplain.

Picnic facilities are somewhat more frequent. Oslo Municipal Par,,
Drayton Municipal Park, and Pembina Historic Site all provide tables and
s-e~ters. Along t-he entire 14 C-mile stretch of river, only two boat
access point exi s ts. Both are in Pembina County.

It zt;s : be noted that o:Pportunities for huntinrz, birdwatching, fishing,
sightseeing and nature study; cam be found at locations independent of
cesignated recreat~on areas. The entire study area, therefore, is a.
recreat~orn resource to some extent.
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RECREATION PARTICIPATION

Since the Red River of the North is the boundary between North Dakota

and Minnesota, an analysis of recreation participation for the study

area must include information from both North Dakota's and Minnesota's

State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plans (SCORP). The approach to

recreation analysis differs between SCORP's but a synthesis of the infor-

mation does provide meaningful predictions regarding future participa-
tion trends.

The states' recreation analyses are provided on a regional basis. The

area of study is contained in North Dakota State Planning Region 4 and

Minnesota Development Region 1. The information provided does not allow
analysis at a subregional level. Participation projections (base year

1978) for a variety of activities are provided for 1985, 1990 and 1995.

North Dakota Region

Participation estimates and projections (measured in total days) for the

ten most popular activities in Region 4 (North Dakota) are presented in

Table 2. Region 4 is composed of four counties: Pembina, Walsh, Nelson,
Grand Forks.

TABLE 2
TOTAL DAYS OF PARTICIPATION IN NORTH DAKOTA REGION 4

Activity 1978 1980 1985 1990 1995

Bicycling 32.6 34.9 38.7 42.7 43.8

Ice Skating 18.7 20.5 17.5 17.3 15.3
Outdoor Pool Swimmine 16.6 15.5 16.9 17.0 16.6
Snow~obi i i ng 14.3 14.7 15.1 16.0 16.0

Golf 14.2 16.3 19.3 21.6 22.1

Sledding 10.9 19.7 10.4 11.6 10.8
Jogging 10.7 10.2 12.3 12.9 12.9

Picnicking 9.8 11.3 7 15.2 16.2

Fishing 9.7 10.5 . 4 12.0 12.6
Beach Swimming 8.0 10.9 14.4 16.7 17.7

Source: North Dakota SCORP 1980 pg. 4-19.

The most popular activity by far in Region 4 is bicycling. The popular-
ity of bicycling is expected to increase throygh 1995, and will have

over twice the participation of any other activity • Golf,

1North Dakota SCORP 1980, pg. 4-19.
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jogging, picnicking, and beach swimming are also expected to show
increases in popularity. Ice skating is the only activity of the ten
most popul-r activities in the region to show a projected decrease in
participation. Outdoor pool swimming, snowmobiling and sledding will
receive fairly constant participation through 1995.

Minnesota Region

Seven counties comprise Minnesota Development Region 1: Kittson,
Roseau, Marshall, Pennington, Red Lake, Polk, Norman. Bicycling by far

is the most popular activity in the region (Table 3). It receives over
twice the participation of any other activity and is projected to main-
tain its large portion of participation. None of the activities have a
large projected increase in popularity. Those that indicate some in-
crease are: snowmobiling, fishing, pleasure driving, picnicking and
boating. Slight decreases are predicted for bicycling, swimming, sled-
ding and ice skating.

TABLE 3
RECREATION OCCASIONS ORIGINATING IN MINESOTA REGION

Activity 1978! 1980 1985 1990 1995

Bicycling 146.5 138.6 132.1 138.6 143.8
Snowmobil 1ng 65.1 62.7 65.0 68.9 68.5
Swimming 39.3 37.2 34.2 34.4 36.0
Fishing 37.0 36.6 37.2 38.5 39.4
Base/Soft Ball 33.0 31.5 30.5 32.5 33.0
Pleasure Driving 29.1 29.5 30.8 31.4 31.2

Sledding 24.3 22.4 21.0 22.5 23.1
Picnicking 22.1 21.9 22.6 24.1 24.5
Ice Skating 21.8 20.0 20.1 20.9 20.6
Boating 21.5 21.7 21.5 22.4 23.1

Source: Minnesota SCORP, 1979.

1Data provided in the Minnesota SCORP are measured in recreation occa-
sions (one recreation occasion is participation in one activity at any
one continuous length of time) anA are divided into occasions occuring
in Region 1 and occasions originating in the Region. The latter was
selected to assess the participation trends of people within the area.

Public wants for the provision of recreation opportunities have been
assessed for Region 1. Table 4 shows the percent of the population
desiring more opportunity for activities.

Additional camping opportunities was the most requested opportunity by
residents in Region I. Fishing, swimming, snowobiling and bicycling,
also received a relatively large percentage of requests for addition'l
opportunities. 6
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TABLE 4
PERCENT OF THE POPULATION 1v REGION 1 DESIRING MORE OPPOR7UNI1Y

Activity Percent

Camping 22.4
Fi Thing 18.3
Swimming 17.6
Snowmobiling 16.5

Bicycling 16.5
Hunting 8.3
Tennis 7.1
Downhill Skiing 6.9

Hiking 6.5
Cross Country Skiing 6.0

Source: Minnesota SCORP, 1979

It is interesting that the activities projected to be the most popular
are not necessarily those identified as needing more opportunity. Of

the activities listed as strongly desired (Table 4) only. focr--
fishing, swimming, snowmobiling, bicycling appear in the ten most -p-
ular act i v t -es (abe 3).

Bicvcl ng an-d snownobi.Iino are projected to be by far vh st popular
act4vates. Caping, fishin7- and swimmi ng , by. coparison, are morestrongly desired than bivcln and snow-obiling. This indicates thlat a

lack of opportunities =a- be suppressing the participation for campirng,
fishnR,-z ano swimming as we1 as other activities t are st.onlv

de-s i r ed but relatively low in projected participatIon. More directhy,
supply of facilities may be flncin.. parziciatinn. Recreation oeve--
opment should be directed towards the -ore stronglv desired activities
in the Region.

interpretation

-he findings of the North Dakota SCORP and Minnesota SWR? at in genr-

era! agreement- Bicycling, snow-mobiling and swimming are the three Most
popular activities in the, area. The North Dakota SWORP trends indicate
a general increase in the already popular activities (Table 2). The fig-
ures presented in the Minnesota SCORP predicts a leveling of partici-
pation in almost all activites originating in the area (Table 3).

Recommet-dat I .ons identified for Region 1 (Minnesota) suggest a stronger
emphasis on providing su-mer, rather than winter activities. Sum-r act-
Ivities mentioned as needing D~re development are: campgrounds, public
fishing accesses, swimming beaches and bicycle paths. Winter activ-
i ties development should focus on sno-wobiling, hunting and cross-
country skiing--

7



Recommendations provided in the North Dakota SCORP are on a statewide
level. Trail facilities, (particularly for bicycling, snowmobiling and
jogging), wintertime facilities and parks and playgrounds are the top
facility needs identified.

Caution is necessary when interpreting participation data presented
earlier. Aalysis of projected participation for the Red River of the
Nor' based on regional data. The two regions used in the anal-

le much more area than the study area of this project. Apply-
al level data to a smaller area assumes homogeneity of recrea-

.-ds throughout the region. This is seldom the case due to local
population concentrations, popularity of certain activities and the sup-
ply of facilities. Sensitivity to these intra-re~ional variations is
important to properly provide for recreation needs of the people.

Analysis

The need for more opportunities for trail oriented activities in the Red
River area seems apparent. Levee structures, due to their lineality,
lend themselves readily as a resource for trail-oriented activities.
Acquisition of long, narrow land parcels for public use, is becoming
increasingly difficult due to escalating land prices, the mray land-
owners involved and the pressure for keeping valuable land in agricul-
ture. A levee, with flood control its primary purpose, allows trail
land acquisition and development to be more appealing and relativeLy in-
expensive.

Water-oriented activities of high popularity in the area can be provided
in association with levee construction. Provisions for more popular
water-based activities in the area, such as swimming areas, boat/canoe
launches and fishing accesses, may be incorporated into a levee design.
Development of this type necessitates a location very near the normal
shoreline. Alternatively, boat ramps and access roads can be designed
so as to minimize operation and maintenance costs in an area of frequent
flooding.

Popular recreation opportunities not trail-oriented (e.g. , baseball,
sledding, ice skating), may be provided where land required for these
act ivites is available. However, there is no clear advantage to develop
facilities of this nature in association with levee structures.

1 innesota SCORP, 1979, p. 4.054.
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II
POTENTIAL RECREATION AREAS

-A. Field reconnaissance and study of aerial photographs reveal ten reas
with the potential for development. It is important to consider these
sites as indicative of the potential. At this level of detail it is pos-
sible that the sites could be moved from one bank to the other or to
move them a few miles up or downstream. Preference of the sponsoring
body, ease of land acquisition and access are some of the reason that
could lead to shifts in location of a specific site.

The paucity of opportunities for water-oriented recreation resulted in
an emphasis on boat access- fishing access and camping. It is recog-
nized that development along the Red River of the North needs to con-
sider the special problems associated with frequent flooding.

With these points in mind, ten potential recreation areas have been iden-
tified. (Refer to study area maps for exact locations.) These recrea-
tions areas are:

1. Pembina River. Located approximately six miles west of the 1-29
exit at Pembina, North Dakota. The site is somewhat narrow with
approximately 11 acres available for development. An access road
would be needed for approximately 1/8 miles. Camping, picnicking
and a small play area could be accomodated. Access is along the
paved highway 55. (Map Sheet No. 1 of 16)

2. Ihi - site is located four miles south of Federal Highway 75 in
Kittson County, Minnesota. The site covers approximately 5 acres of
trees along the right bank of the Red River of the North. The major
drawback is that access is over four miles of gravel road. Poten-
tial activities or facilities include fishing, camping and a boat
ramp. Because of the quality ' access, only primative or tent
camping is recommended. (Ma- Shzet No. 1 of 16)

3. North Dakota Highway 5 and Minnesota 175 bridge crossing The site

is approximately 3 miles east of 1-29. Both banks have potential
for development, but the left bank (North Dakota side) offers the
best area. The site is approximately 9 acres of large deciduous
trees with low undergrowth. The site could be developed for camping
(both trailer and tent), picnicking, boat access, fishing, and a
play area. Showers could be provided, but floodproofing or construc-
tion of a permanent structure within the floodway present severe con-
straints. (Map Sheet No. 3 of 16)

4. This site is an abandoned farmstead with good tree cover. The site

is located approximately 5 miles north of Highway 11 along Highway 7
in Minnesota. The site (approximately 8 acres) could be readily
developed for camping, ptcnicking, fishing and boat access. A small
play area would be appropriate. Access is vir a gravel road. There-

fore, development to accomodate large recreation vehicles is not
recommended. (Map Sheet No. 6 of 16)

tt
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5. Bridge crossing along Highway 66 In North Dakota and Highway 11 in
Minnesota. Paved access roads and proximity to Drayton (1.5 miles)
make this site attractive. Approximately two miles north of the

site is a low dam which attracts fishermen. The optimum site is
north of the highway in North Dakota. Camping (both trailer and
tent), pichicking, boat access, fishing and a play area are recom-
mended. Showers could be provided, but floodway delineation and
floodproofing offer significant constraints. Approximately 13 acr - -
are a':ailable. (Map Sheet No. 7 of 16)

6. Bridge crossing of North Dakota Highway 17 and Minnesota highway
317. Again, the bridge crossing provides excellent all weather
access. The optimum site is again north of the high,ay In North
Dakota, (approximately 11 acres) but south of the highway on the
Mir.nesota sides offer possibilities. Because of the access, camping

(trailers and tents), picnicking, fishing and boat access and and a
play area are recommended. The site Is less desireable than site 5

above, only because no towns are nearby. (Map Sheet No. 9 of 16)

7. This location is actually two relatively small pieces of property on

either side of the river near Oslo. The location offers opportunity
to develop camping facilities (trailers and tent) now absent at Oslo
Municipal Park. The Minnesota side (4 acres) is largely open with

some trees to the north and is highly suited for camping. The North
Dakota side is smaller by comparison (3 acres) and may accomodate a
small camping area. A boat ramp could be located on either bank.
The proximity of Oslo offers security and services. (MaD Sheet No. .3 of 16)

8. This site is a relatively narrow strip of property (approximately 1

acre) along the North Dakota bank about 2 miles south of Oslo. Boat
access could be provided even though the banks are somewhat steep at

the site. Fishing would likely become important at the site.
Several picnic tables could be provided but space is not sufficient
for a designated (shelters, grills, etc.). (Map Sheet No. 13 of 16)

9. This site is located along the Grand Marais River in Minnesota.

Paved access is via County Road 21 (Polk County). Dense woodlots,

approximately 10 feet above the streambed, make this site attrac-
tive. The area east of the highway is better suited for recreation

development. Camping and picnicking are ideal activities for this

area. Showers and a play area may also be provided if warranted.

This site covers approximately 14 acres. (Map Sheet No. 16 of 16)

10. Located on the Minnesota bank this site is 2 miles south of Site 9

on Highway 21. Access is via State Highway 220 North from East

Grand Forks to County Road 21. A short spur off of County Road 21
leads into the area. The site (approximately 12 acres) is composed
of dense tree groves leading to two farmsteads one quarter mile
apart. The proximity to East Grand Forks (five miles) makes this

site desirable for recreation. However, there is no high ground or

scenic vistas. Recreation facilities could be provided if proper

consideration is given to floodway delineation and floodproofing.

I
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Boat ramp, camping areas, picnic facilities, showers and a play area.

are appropriate for this area. (Map Sheet No. 16 of 16)
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RESOURCE-RELATED CONCERNS

1. Damage to Recreation Structures
Special care must be taken to flood proof recreation areas, other-
wise small items not anchored will be swept away by floodwaters.
Further, permanent above-grade structures such as picnic shelters
and play equipment trap debris. This can cause water to back up
behind the blockage and can cause damage to the structure itself if

the force of the water is sufficient. Permanent vault t-ilets,
shower facilities and other subsurface structures could be damaged
by a flood-induced rising water table.

Another concern is the effect of permanent structures on the level
of floodwaters. Any permanent structure blocks flood-.;ater movement

through the valley. When the structure is large enough and when it
is located within the effective flow areaI the water surface ele-
vatio: will increase locally bacause of the blockage. For this
reasoin, the Federal Flood insurance Program and Corp. of Engcieers
regulations discourage p1 cernent of permsneit structures in tahe
effective flow area. Consequently, actual design of recreation
areas requires consideration of these hydrologic a,.d hydraulic fac-
tors.

2. Sediment Deposition and Erosion
During floods large quantities of sediment ore deposited on the over-
bank areas. E:'csion can take place in other areas, part!icularly
aloag the banks- When recreation areas are inundated: operation 3-V.

maintenance problems are created. 3anC, silt, clay and de~-is
deposited on boat ramps, access roads, camping pads and within

p.cnic are as make the facilities anuseable until clednup is conduct-
ed

Er-.ion can be anticipated t0 be greatest nearest the channel and

river banks. Thus, boat ramps are particularly susceptible to
damage by floodwaters. It should also be remembered that rlvi chan-
nels naturall) migrate across the floodplain. Over many years, charr-

nels can shift c,,.siderable distances when cut into soft. erodible
sedimeitt. This r process leads to erosion of recreation areas
that are placed i .ae wrong location. Proper location is importa-L
and will be the suLject of a later section.

3. Vegetation Damage

Extent of damage to vegetation depends on the hardiness of the
specles. Many types of vregetation wil. be lost or severly damaged
when submerged for extended periods of time. Many plant species
will survive short flood duraLions (several days) and will regener-
ate by the end of the season.

IThe effective flow area is that part of the river channel and over-
bank area needed to convey the floodwater without a significant increase
in elevation. This effective flow area is called the floodway.

12
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In addition, species native to the local floodplains are generally
adapted to withstand periodic inundation. Thus, the effect on
native species is minimal.

4. Locating Recreation Facilities Where a Need Exists
Activity participation data is supplied on a statewide and regional
basis for the Red River of the North area. Demand for activities at
the local level may differ substantially with regional demand. Rec-
reation need assessments not sensitive to local use char-acteristics
may result in misplaced or inappropriate facilities.

13
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RECREATION-RELATED GUIDELINES

Following is a list of recreationr-related guidelines for use when assess-
ing levee alignment and design. The recreation resource concerns stated
in the previous section are the base for these guidelines. Where appro-
priate, references will be made to conceptual illustrations which depict
key levee-oriented recreation concepts.

1. Permanent facilities locatei within the floodway should be flood
proof.
Facilities that can withstand flooding relatively well are poured
concrete surfaces. These would include boat ramps, parking areas
and bases for picnic shelters (Figure 1). In addition, picnic
tables made of concrete and anchored by being set in concrete or
boltled down also protect the capital investment- however, concrete
ann_ bitum-inus surfaces are resistent to erosion and relativeliV easY
to clear. Wood Picnic tables, on the other hand, float away if not
sezuted toD the ground and also are subject to water damage. Certain

L7

tvD-es of trail surface can also withstand flooding. 17t should be
n 3tedA that no structure will survive constant flooding reoccur-

.e-Morar -L ( 1- .Moveab e) f-aciliti . es ('Fi-gure 2) should' be u sen C.I
ce~~ooentina floodway is necessary.

:tems such as Picnic tables , smal picInic shelt ers , ba-rbeque gri lzs
arzc Dortabie toilets can be move,- when~ a flood is expected.

3.Locate facilities on protected side of levee (Figure 2).
This is the easiest solution; flooding of facilities would not be a
concern during floods equal to or lower than levee level of protec-
tion. However, a design of this nature is often not eIbl due to

land availability and desired proximity to the water. An aiternd-
tive is to locate facilities not flood proof on the protected side
of the levee with flood proof facilitites in the floodplain. This
of course would depend on Levee location, height and design.

4. 'Tfails can be located atop a levee (Figure 3).
A flood proof surface would not be necessary with this des.,gn L~o
withstand floods equal to or below the designed level of protection.
Trees and dense shrubbery can be planted to minimize wind. Wind

* breaks are especially important for winter trail use activities.

5. Recreation facilities must be located where the need exists.
Regional participation and future demand data must be adjusted to
meet the local needs and interests. Local planners and managers of
recreation facilities can aid in planning appropriate recreation
opportunities.

I
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6. Location of Facilities to Minimize Erosion and Sedimentation
Problems.

Figure 5 Illustrates a typical meander on a river like the Red River
of the North. The course of the river typically is composed of a
series of tight meander loops. At each end, the channel is shallow-
est on the 'inside of the bend, (section 1 point A) and deepest on
the outside of the loop (point B). Similarly, erosion is greatest
at point It and deposition greatest at point A. -Between the bends
(section 2), the channel is more uniform. During flood both banks
are susceptible to erosion, but point D tends to experience more
erosion point C. In addition to the natural tendency for the river
channel to migrate from point A to B, the entije loop tends to
migrate downstream. That is, the right bank experiences net
erosion; the left bank net deposition (in this example). These
basic principals are very important to location of recreation areas
on a free flowing meandering river cut into soft sediment.

Thus, to avoid problems generated by erosion, the optimum locations
are A and C. (All locations are susceptible to problems generated.
by deposition. ) Thus, boat ramps should be located as close as
possible to point C. If located at point A, shoaling may make the
ramp unuseable during periods of low water. By the same token,

facilities located at B and D will experience erosion problems over
many years. Trails can be located on either bank, but the set back
on the right bank must be greater than on the left bank. Camp-

grounds, pieiic areas and play areas are best located on the left
bank. Erosion is less, although sediment deposition will occur
during floods.

To su~merize, the follow general morphological principles apply to a
river like the Red River of the North:

1. Deposition will occur on both banks, but will be greatest on the
inside of a meander loop (Point A).

2. Erosion during flood will occur on both banks, but will be

greatest on the left bank (Point B) and to a lesser extent in
D).

3. The inside of a meandel loop tends to have a shallow bar, that,
during low water, restricts boat access.

Location of facilities should generally be as follows:

i. Boat ramps: avoid both sides of the bend in the meander loop.
Opt for the straight reach between bcnds. Favor the left bank
over the right bark when the straight reach fol1ows a bend to
the left as in Figure 5. When the straight reach is preceeded
by a bend to the right, favor the right bark.

Io determine the right and left bank, face downstream. The right

bank is on the right, the left bank is on the left.

17
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2. Campgrounas and picnic areas: avoid the right bank (In a situa-
tion similar to Figure 5.) unless there Is sufficient room for
adequate sc. back. Adequate set back can be computed if the
annual rate of erosion Is known. Opt for the left bank wherever
possible. The inside of the meander bend is optimum, although
deposition will be a problem.

3. Trails: locate on either bank, but the set back must be greateron the right bank than on the left bank. if ie situation isi

similar to that of Figure 5. (The set back must be greater on
the left bank for river bends turning right.)

19
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IMPACTS OF LEVEES ON RECREATION FACILITIES

Existing Levees

The levees presently associated with the Red R'-ver of the North may have
an impact on potential recreation facilities. Where levees are located
in potential recreation areas an assessment should be made regarding the

* compatability of levee dimensions and alignment with the planned facill-
ties. For example, boat ramps may not be compatable with levees near
the normal shoreline. Conversely, picninc areas and trails maybe en-
hanced by the levee related contour changes.

Recreation planning near existing levees must consider the demand for
activities in the area. Location of existing levees may eliminate the
possibility of providing certain facilities at a given location. Alter-
native recreation facilities must then be considered. Available land
and financing may development appealing, but it is not advisable
to provide recreation opg-crtunties where no need exists.

Proposed Levees

ProDosed levee aligaent f Mav have an impact on L.-isting and potential
ecreatron r aclit ies. Access roads t,_ existing areas may be severed or

:portions or the actual recreation area obstructed due to levee location.
Also, levee alignment close to the -ormal shoreline may hamper use of
existing facilities associated with the river. Fishing accesses or boat
rams nay be rendered unusable. The extent of the imPact will depend on
levee alignment and design.

The aesthetic quality of the river environment -ay also be affected.
River scenery viewed from existing roads or walkways may be blocked due
to levee placement. Also, a levee constructed near the normal shoreline
will alter the visual quality of the river enviror=ent.

Positive impacts can result by incorporating levees into recreation plan-
ning. Contour changes provided by levees can enhance a recreation area

by adding dimension and variety in topography. Visual and audible char-
acteristics of certain activities can be minimized by effectIve levee
placement--making a wider variety of activities possile .4n a given
area. Consideration must be given to floodproofing facililties located

on the river side of the levee.

Potential recreation facilities may also be affected by proposed levee
alignment. Ihe concerns discussed in the preceeding paragraphs apply.
but here both recreation facilities and levee structures are in the plan-
ning stages. Impact to recreation areas can be minimized, if not elimi-
nated, by integrating recreation plans with levee design and alignment.

20
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SITE-SPECIFIC POTENTIAL IMPACTS

Existing and potential recreation facilities have been assessed regard-
ing possible impact due to the four flood control alternatives being
considered. This is a tentative assessment in that exact locations of
proposed levee alignments and possible recreation areas have not yet
been determined.

The following paragraphs briefly discuss potential site-specific Impacts

of levee additions. The criteria used to determine which areas may be
impacted is proximity of existing and proposed levee alignments to exist-
ing and proposed recreation areas. The planning process is In the concep-
tual stages. As planning progresses and additional data becomes avail-
able potentially impacted sites may incur only slight or no adverse
effects due to levee alignment. However, the degree of impact at each
site cannot be determined at this time.

Alternative

The equal setback levee concept, where levees would be constructed to
match existing levees on opposite banks, may have an impact on Potential
Site 8 (see map 13). Levees currently exist on the North Dakota bank
across from these sites. Addition of levees on the Minnesota side to
follow the curves of existing North Dakota levees may cut across these
sites and reduce their recreation potential.

Alternative

Another alternative is to locate levees to meet NorLn Dakota-s and
Minnesota's 100-year flood protection criteria. If undertaken, this
alternative may impact two existing sites: Drayton Municipal Park and
Drayton Municipal Golf Course (see map 7). These areas are on an eleva-
ted location just above the 100-year floodplain. Site l,a potential
recreation area near the Pembina River may also be impacted(see map I).

Alternative

The third action alternative--to re-align existing levees where neces-
sary and equalize the length of opposing levees--may have an impact on
proposed Sites 7 and 8 (see map 13). Levees added on the Minnesota bank
to match existing or renovated alignments on the North Dakota side may
cut across the potential recreation areas.

21
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Alternative I
The fourth alternative, "No Action", involves no levee construction or [
modification. Under this situation no additional impacts of existing
levees to existing and proposed recreation areas will occur. Present
levee alignments are not having an iIput on existing recreation facili-
ties In the study area. V
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V COST ESTIMATES

Construction cost estimates for recreation facilities discussed earlier
are presented in Table 5. Several factors Influence to a large degree
the cost of these facilites. These are: transportation distances, local
economics, pre-construction site preparation, project scope, facility
specifications, and the local construction market. Fluctuation in any
of these areas can cause cost estimates to not be a true indication of
actual costs. The purpose of providing these estimates is to give some
idea as to approximate costs. The prices in Table 5 must be Interpret-
ed as guidelines only. Actual costs, or even preliminary cost esti-
mates, must be calculated where pricing factors can be more accurately
determined.

It must be made clear that the figures in Table 5 do not include costs
associated with consultants, test borirgs, permits, administration or
contingencies. Price estimates were provided by two public agencies who
provide recreation facilites. Park planning guideline manuals were also
consulted. Prices not in cuurent dollars were adjusted by using a con-
struction cost index and therefore may not have accounted for unforeseen
charges in the general economy and constuction industry.

TABLE 5
RECREATION FACILITY COST ESTIMATES

Item Cost
Parking Lot (Bituminous) 13-29 yd
Access Road (10'-12') 40 Ift
Bicycle Path (paved, with shoulder & grading) 6-12 ift
Boat Ramp* 11,500 ea.
Cross Country Trail "minimal"
Snowmobile Trail "minimal"
Hiking Trail (wood chip) N/A
Campsite (developed) 2200-2800 ea.
Horeseshoe Pits* 600 pr.
Picnic Shelter(w/cement base)* 33,800 ea.
Play Structure (full-scale wood) 16,000-83,000 ea.
Picnic Table* 150 ea.
Cooking Grate* 85 ea.
Trash Receptacle 2-67 ea.
Water Fountain (full, handicapped) 1800 ea.
Bath House 58,000-94,000 ea.
Vault Toilet* 5000 pr.
Flush Toilet (mens & womens)* 41,000 ea3
Beach Sand* 6 yd
Water Line (1-1/2") 4-16 lft
Sewer Line (8") 11-17 lft
Electrical Line (underground) 10-13 Ift

* based on one estimate N/A estimate not available
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urr STATE OF

'DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
'VBOX .CENTENNIAL OFFICE BUILDING *ST. PAUL. MINNESOTA 0 55155

DNR INFORMATION
(612) 296-6157 FILE NO.________

August 7, 19S1

IE

Mr enon Fahy St* ate Egne
Northr Dakot,-a state Watter Conadmission
State Off ice Building
900 E-:st Boulevard
Bisznark, North Dak-ota 58505

Dear r.Fahy:

RE) RIVECR AGJU~U MIKE 'CORiE',:CTIV& -PlAN, D?,'ZOPEN

I '.in, sure- you hav,:e been Ikept apprised1 of the rroq~ress OF Ena abovwe effortIL
and th-at the local ...-atr mnagertent entities ha ve not benable.; to agreeo
a corectiv a Pn. I do beivhowever, tha the loal boarzd ne-gotiators

hav benconsczz. -o and diliQenti in their, efforts to reach at) agreeient

them e.,-n local boards.reovg

mary ~ ~ ~ ~ b issu isic the. fl0L.nws-as*ee of protect i ma
The aforc issue4 ix. -za no- -a -,ov

Ix-affor-ad'br th corrective plan. At whe present ttime, thie local
bz d., -zm Is 1r 0 S:;

ofbot - ~~t 3500 V-L1 -~~''t 1 A tionL~: £5.h uparn wl
to ccnaueon,00 cfs. The Middle Riv~r-S-na'ke Rive W- cw1 Distitn
NMin-n'sota ac.1sutates a tr.t-uw. 43,000 y-Fs level o f proztection:, assumdin; ecgraal
protec-tion on thea Northi Dikot side. Tfhe key point i that botsre apper
to na-va relaxed their Por-lrcsiticons of in the past: one side in-sisting
that the .innesota dikes Incaraleteyearzadteohrposnay

lowering of the existing dikles wh1actsoever. In stkipe terms, local inerst
in North Dakota are nas requesti:z tat the Minnmesota dikz. elwrda
average of in fee2t ;tnsome possibility oz:r cc.smrcxnisingf on a 3.-5-fotr'~ cjn
The iicdle River-Snk River Watershed District is at thlis point wilin tod
acce~L a 1.5-co aer-age lowerintg. (Nocta- Tha' term "average 1CAeIngc
reer toamprx~teaiirtcnan for thea entiro diked reach and iniplies
neithner that lorwerig of the xron ill cu at each cross secti on, por thrS
sat e lim;ited raisnvz, of cerwtain dikzed ar-eas wilnot ccu-1r).

Because lAl agzeaen on these issues is not yet ccxrplete, I be-lieve o=r
rci~w iveage-ncies have: an obligation to t~-0 t arrive atasouinwt

-he local bo.ards a ge.Pcrtcv h olwn proposal is
suh-E'IL-.cd for yo't--z considzaratboa--

11I.Tat- c-nsistent w: th the cxjwie ad 19,73 rain-caused flood, the
dere orpoetiOr% be ted upon a discharge of 43,000 cls, wdnicn

RFclosely approximes a 10ya frlzcyfo e finda littea x

AN EQUAL O0PPORTUNtTY EMPLOYER
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Veri oi F'h

ATwgust 7, 19081

ior redu-cing4 the hydrologic design elo the experienced suiaxier
E flood discharge from wvhich farnars on bofth sides of the river

set. out to protect themselves 'when dike construction was first
ilnitiated.

2. ThnatL- the correc-tive plan provide for the ren-mval of "pit"or
other bottlenecks vhich will i-aorve the hydraulic efficiency
of the levee system, and provide for better flow distribution.
This action alone can lower flood stages up -to one foot with
levees on both sides or up, to 0-5-foot with, levees on one
side only.

3.That inrecognition of the trbtary-caused difficulty, if not
imjossiility, of providing a reasonable, practical, and
e-oncadcal ikLe system for this reach of th fed River on the
Northn Dak-!ot-a side, and consistent w1-4ith te poition nct
recently It:wken by the affectedI boards that Miing in North Dt
wil a cnd is diininishing rather than increasing, a-p ropr lateC
cmisideration be- given to the Sec-tion j lixception to the criteria
of the Joint and Coop:arai- ive Rgreenit betir-n Our respective
states t-hi -- proixdes for reasonale acz--vo -tio. s to tL.he hard
and fas- at-pplcto of th:e criter-Lii Suchn an aprahis all
the roewra t-d ;hrerI one coz-G-ders that the technical evaluation
asizes noneffective flarz area lanrxx-d of adblW the Minnesota0

dikes, -ile givin full credit for the :Indi?-ed overbank areas
in. North Dakota-. In reality, roaways, drivr:.ays, and spoil
banks detract fraon the carryig capacity of these overbank areas,

-whch i nt c~n~iared thze mdl his 'would, Ait 43,000 cfs
Praid fc-.amaverage 2..5-fc.oot-- reduction -i levae height.
'~. hat n orer t sii4ifycontractin--g pro;.ceeures for the dsze~~

of muinnesoz's lo ~atv a"L.itin o di!ke irdif ication andi
to pr ride for effetive dtay-ta ---Y ad:- is a- o o dh die
syztL'-n, e-~ bs b -,ade to establish the correctiAve plan as a
watershed dis-ict pIoet rather thnana- g. ~ to of
separate prope--ty a-wne1rs.

I 'n certain j iwill a-..a that the af6o'-Te--ton-q $750,000 aP.oroprTiation for
staite coat sharing to hIrpc:?nt the corrective- plan -throegh thi Division and

ad RiiddlWaRiver-Snae!iva ~~-td DistLrict is a vry posite step
floefuythrough c-ur efot at the state level, uz!imate corcurrence of the

local boi-rds, which is so nccssry, hil e acchiev -~

IF-2



Ven Fah v
Paep 3

A--ut 7T, 1981

Mys4f getsIta fvl o'Cr1-ihtes gs_-llvlo
Irtcin ltcnclr-rsr-Uef~me f-aadLeCrso

Enigineers prepare atecihnical report on the hiycraul:= zunalvcesicureal
asmtions, prior to Or discn_- sion of pin-ts 2 t~rO'C7i4 boe

Ple-ase advise re of your thuhts in the xatter

Sincerely,

L/ K___

1 S~

r-3



IT HAKITA
111RI Will. I*HMIIE

hm east boulevard MuMarek
7h1-22q-2750 northdakea

Septier 18, 1981

L.,ariy Seyrour, Director
Division of W-ters
Department of Natural Resources
Centenial Office Buildirg
Box 32
St. Paul, innesota 55155

RE: S1wZ Project File #1638

Dear Mr. Sevn our:
Tis is in response to your letter dated Agust 7, 1981, concernig the

efforts to develop an acceptable corrective plan for the Red River
agricultural dikes, and thus iLnplant th- February, 1980 agreement
betwien North Dakota and inneo-ta. I have also been kept apprised of
this effort, and while I am hopeful that -we can resolve this matter in
the very near future, I am disappoin-ed that the local water manag-nt
entities have not been able to agree on a corrective plan.

You indicate in your letter that the degree of protection that l-uld be
afforded bt the corrective plan is the primrary unresolved issue. You
also indicate that the local boards of North Dakota advocate 35,000 cfs
protection, with a willingness to caprcaise on 39,000 cfs protection,
and that the winnesota local boards advocate a .ninxin of 43,000 cfs
protection, assuming equal protection on the North Dakota side. You
state that since the local water managnt entities have not been able
to resolve this issue, our respective state agencies have an obligation
to arrive at a itually acceptable solution. Yoa then sulmit a proposal
for our consideration.

First of all, I strongly support all efforts iy our respective states
agencies to resolve this matter as soon as rossible, in a n~nner 10-ich
is acceptable to the local interests on both sides of the river. In
that regard, I stand ready to give this matter vigorous and foremost
attention, to ensure settlement as soon as possible. I will address
each cmponent of your proposal separately. The first paragraph of your
proposal provides:

-

__F-4



Larry Seymour
Septexber 18, 1981

Page 2

"1. That consistent with the experienced 1975 rain-caused flood,
the degree of protection be based upon a discharge of.43,000 cfs,
which closely approximates a 10-year frequency flood. We find
little basis for reducing the hydrologic design below the experienced
summer flood discharge from which farmers on both sides of the
river set out to protect themselves when dike construction was
first .initiated."

The 43,000 cfs discharge is approximately a 10-year frequency flood,
however, the 1975 rain-caused sunmmr flood which was recorded at approximately
43,000 cfs in the Oslo area, was the largest summer flood of record, far
in excess of a 100-year surnx-e flood.

A review of the Corps hydrologic analysis indicates that 43,00.0 cfs
protection for the Minnesota side only would result in a top of levee
elevation of approximately one (1) foot above the observed 1975 flood
level, and equal protection for both sides would require a top of levee
elevation of two (2) to three (3) feet above the 1975 observed flood
level. 35,000 cfs protection for the Minnesota side only would require
a top of levee elevation at the approximate 1975 observed flood level.

Since you agree that it would be impossible for the North Dakota farmers
to provide the same degree of protection as the Minnesota farmers, I
find little basis for any plan that would allow a top of levee elevation
above the observed flood level of the 1975 summer flood, this being the
level farmers on both sides of the river initially attempted to provide
protection for. Agreement on a plan which would allow the levees to be
higher than the 1975 level would result in widespread da-. .s on the
North Dakota side. The original intent of the farmers -. - -onstructed
the levees was to protect themselves against an extremely rare summer
flood. This being the case, it is not equitable to allow construction
of levees intended to protect against such a rare summer occurrence,
which also results in severe damages on an almost annual basis upon the
occurrence of spring floods.

Your second paragraph proposes that bottlenecks be removed. I agree
with the concept that the corrective plan p-ovide for the removal of
"points" or other bottlenecks to improve the hydraulic efficiency of the
levee system and provide for better flow distribution. The extent to
which this action will lower flood stages will have to be determined as
the specific bottlenecks are identified. It is my understanding that
the local interests also support this concept, and if so, the corrective
plan can specifically delineate those points or bottlenecks to be removed.

I also agree that appropriate consideration should be given to the
Section J Exception to the criteria of the Joint and Cooperative Agreement
between our respective states. The proposal I have presetned takes thit
into consideration since the resulting in-pact on the 100-year flood is

A much greater than the allowable agreed upon one-half foot.

F-5
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Larry Seymour
September 18, 1981
Page 3

I

Finally, to simplify contracting procedures and for effective day-to-day
administration of the levee system, you suggest that efforts be made to
establish the corrective plan as a watershed district project rather
than an amalgamation of separate property owners. It has always been my
intention that the Nbrth Dakota portion of the corrective plan vnuld be
a Water Resource District project. This approach clearly provides the
most efficient and practical method of implementing the corrective
plan.

I am willing to allw the level of protection to be increased from
35,000 cfs to 39,000 cfs, as have the local water management entities.
I also agree that if you concur with the suggested 39,000 cfs level of
protection, a technical representative fran each state and the Corps of
Engineers prepare a technical report on the hydraulic aalysez, including
all assumptions.

In conclusion, I restate that I am anxious to pursue this matter to
appropriate resolution. Since we are not able to fully accept your
proposa2, it is suggested that we meet to discuss this matter on October
20 ox )ctober 27. A ntually agreed to meeting location can be selected
at a later time. Hopefully, one of these dates will be convenient for
you and your staff.

Sincerely,

Vern Fahy
State Engineer

VF:M:DAS :ps

F-6



W7 Norh Dakota S+ ae
iYWaer Commission

GOVERNOR ALLEN I. OLSON

VERNON FAHY

SECRETARI' STAE 5 February 26, 1982

William W. Badger, Colonel
St. Paul District Corps of Engineers
1135 U.S. Post Office & Custom House
St. Paul, MN 55101

RE: SWC Project #1638

Dear Colonel Badger:

Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft Technical Information
Report an the Red River of the North Mainstem. The St. Paul District is
to be commended for the time and energy put into the development of this
document. We believe the final report will be quite functional and
valuable for our needs. Furthermore, the way in which the report was
put together makes it very easy to use.

Based on our review, we have the following comments to offer. In the
introduction to the report, it is indicated that in early 1980 the
Governors of Minnesota and North Dakota agreed on levee criteria and
that the primary requirement is that the levees may not increase the
stage of the 100 year flood on the Red River by more than 1/2 foot. The
emphasis that this is the primary requirement is quite important, but it
should also be pointed out that Section J of the Agreement does allow
exceptions to the 1/2 foot criteria. It was under the authority of
Section J that the local Watershed District in Minnesota and the Water
Resource Districts in North Dakota attempted to develop a compromise
solution for the existing ,-icultural levees. Mention is also made in
the introduction of the coot:e.ration with the Premiere of Manitoba. It
should be stressed that 4nvolvement of the Manitoba government was very
limited, and that the r.reement has not been approved by Manitoba.

In the section entitled "Analysis of Existing Agricultural Levees and
Proposed Modifications", there is discussion on increased flow velocities
caused by the levees, resulting in the potential for increased erosion.
It should definitely be pointed out that a considerable amount of
erosion on the North Dakota floodplain has taken place downstream from
Oslo since the construction of the levees. The increased flow velocities
caused by the levees as well as tie additional water diverted onto the
North Dakota side have been the cause of this increased erosion.

F- 7
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William Badger
February 26, 1982
Page 2

In this section it is also pointed out that in reaches 3 and 4, a much
greater number of farmsteads in North Dakota compared to the number of
farmsteads in Minnesota have been protected by ring levees. This clear-
ly indicates the awareness of the increased flooding due to the agri-
cultural levees as well as the concern of the local landowners relative
to the increased flooding on the North Dakota side.

There is also a discussion on the current status of modification plans
within this section. The report indicates that Grand Forks and Walsh
Count) Water Management Boards propose a level of protection not to
exceed 39,000 cfs. This is not correct. The proposal put forth by the
Water Resource Districts in North Dakota was that the dikes on the
Minnesota side would be modified to provide 35,000 cfs protection for
Mipnesota; and that the existing dikes on the North Dakota side would
not be raised or extended. The 39,000 cfs protection for the Minnesota
side was discussed as a possible compromise plan between the two states,
however, this compromise plan has not been accepted by either side as of
this date. The proposal put forth by the North Dakota Water Resource
Districts, 35,000 cfs, would allou the top of levee elevations on the
Minnesota side to be at or near the observed 1975 flood profile. This
was represented in your analysis known as Case 36. The report also
discusses the hydraulic effects of bridges and approach roads and the
spoil banks along Minnesota Judicial Ditches #1 and #75. Although the
computer analysis indicates increased backwater due to these structures,
the effect does not appear to be as significaitt as local landowners
believe it to be. One of the rea!.ons fov this may be that the computer
analysis was made for the 1% chance flood. whcereas the people in the
local areas are more familiar with the effect u." -he more frequent
floods that have occurred in recent years. in .-:der i o have a better
comprehension of the hydrailic effects of these structures, additional
computer analysis should be made on more freqvainr. e-vents, to include the

5, 10, 25, and 50 year fiood events. It shot- also be noted that
aerial photographs taken dizring recent fl-cd Z:,ow very clearly the
substantial flooding that resvIts upstLeam o. the spoil banks located
adjacent to Judicial Ditch #7J. This additional flooding results on the
North Dakota side as well as the Mirnnreota side of the river.

In the section "Guidelines for Agricultural Levee Construction", there
is a discussion on soil foundation guidelines. This states that to
build a levee properly requires a greater initial investment than the
levees that have already been built, and also points out that the
existing levees have, in some areas, performed their function. However,
it must be noted that in many areas, the levees have failed. Further-
more, it should be noted that if the dikes are raised and constructed on
both sides as has been proposed by the Middle River-Snake River Water-
shed District, the potential for foundation failure will be greatly

increased. This also will have an effect on the navigability of the

river.
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William Badger

February 26, 1982
Page 3

In closing, I want to thank the St. Paul District for a very well-
prepared and well-written report. I hope that the final published
document can be available very soon.

Sincerely yours,

David A. Sprynczynatyk, P.E.
Director of Engineering

DAS:sh

F-9
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STATE OF

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCESII

BOX CENTENNIAL OFFICE BUILDING * ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA * 55155

DNR INFORMATION
(612) 296-6157 FILE NO.

April 27, 1982

Colonel William Badger
U.S. Corps of Engineers

1135 U.S. Post Office & Customs House
St. Paul, MN 55101

Dear Colonel Badger:

The revi-w of the Technical Information Report has been completed and several

of our comments have been discussed with your staff.' I'll briefly discuss the
comments as follows:

i. Page 3: The 100-year flood discharge at Grand Forks was determineui
by the interagency committee to be 89,000 cfs., yet the document
states that the Corps uses $106,000 cfs for its planning and design.
It is not clear that the Corps considers 106,000 cfs to be the

100-year or a less frequent discharge. The USGS was asked by the
USCE to review the current information with the intent to change the
100-year discharge. I understand that the U.S.G.S. did not consider
the data to be sufficient to warrant the change advocated by the
Corps. Therefore it may be appropriate to omit this from the
document. In any- case, it would be beneficial to identify those

agencies involved in the interagency hydrology review committee.

2. Page 30: Footnote 3 should read "would" instead of "would not".
Damages are not listed and in fact the levees would be effective for

the 1978 event.

3. Page 31: Footnote 1 does not explain anything about why no benefits
are received in North Dakota reaches 2 and 3. It appears that a
footnote is missing somewhere. Figure 11 actually shows benefits

achieved from the levees.

4. Page 32: The per acre damages listed in Table 6 (page 24) are
assumed to be used in the development o. Table I, however the
numbers are substantially different. The variation should be

explained.

5. Page 38: Figure 15, Figure 5 and Figure 4 give incoasistent values
for the beginning and ending mileage points for the Minnesota and
North Dakota levees. If the differences represent different time
periods then this should be stated or otherwise clarified.

I

ji
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Colonel William Badger
Page 2
April 27, 1982

6. Page 33: The last sentence of the first paragraph should read stages
rather than storages.

7. Page 108: This section discusses the impacts of bridges and bridge
approaches. The evaluation should recognize that the crossings may
have greater impact if over the "oad flow which presently exists was
eliminated by future roadway improvements.

8. Page 114. Table 20 has a footuicte (1) indicator but no footnote
exists.

9. Page 99: The summary of the Middle River-Snake River Watershed
District is somewhat misleading. The fourth component refers to Case
41 which was not part of the District proposal. This sentence should
be eliminated and if some comparison is desired, a footnote may be
more appropriate.

The summary of the Grand Forks and Walsh County pr.oposal needs
clarification. In component one 35,000 cfs may be more appropriate
while recognizing that the two counties were willing tc and did, in
writing compromise to 39,000 cfs.

The second component is incorrect in that North Dakota would raise

existing levees to the Minnesota levee elevation but would not extend

existing levees. The proper statement could be taken directly from
the county proposal.

The last sententce of the page should be followed by a brief summary

of Minnesota and North Dakota proposals for resolution. Otherwise
the implication is that the matter was resolved. I am attaching

correspondence which sets forth the states' proposals and a letter
summarizing the discussion from the October 27, 1981 meeting between

the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources and the North Dakota

State Water Commission.

In summary,--the document is very well done particularly in light of the

technical content. The document constitutes a substantial effort on the part

of your agency to assist state and local government in attempting to resolve a

very sensitive issue. Although a resolution was not formalized to date, the

document will provide the basis for future discussion on levees and provide a

F-11



Colonel William Badger
Page 3
April 27, 1982

wealth of information for other flood plain activities and discussion. Your
agency's assistance in these activities is greatly appreciated and definitely
needed now and in the future to address the problems of the Red River Valley.

Yours truly,

DIVISI OF WATERS

;R ad . Harn ck, Administr or
Land Use Management Section

RDH/jl

cc: Jerry Paul
- Kevin Cook
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